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This thesis examines the lives of the deaf in late nineteenth century Ontario through a
statistical analysis of a dataset from the 1891 Canadian Census. I examine the
characteristics of the deaf as compared to the hearing population of Ontario in terms of
age, sex, marital status, occupation and geographical distribution. Though there are many
statistical differences between the deaf and hearing populations, I am able to show how
the availability of a formal education for the deaf in the form of the Ontario Institution for
the Deaf and Dumb in Belleville, Ont, had begun to minimize the effects of these
differences. Education also allowed for the creation of a socially active Ontario deaf
community, held together by the Ontario Deaf-Mute Association and the Ontario Mission
for the Deaf.
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Chapter 1
Introduction and Historiography
The deaf in nineteenth century Canada are a relatively unexamined population.
Deaf history has been much more thoroughly examined in the American context, and as
Canadian deaf history is very much linked with events and debates that were occurring in
the United States, this research can give us some idea of the issues that would also have
been affecting Canadians. With only three dissertations written on the deaf in Canada
since 1981, and three articles written about famous Canadian deaf individuals, there is
still a lot of room for academic investigation.
Canadian projects to digitize manuscript Census data samples have opened up a
whole new reservoir of primary source information for researchers, allowing them to
investigate an entire population rather than extrapolating from a case study, or from the
sometimes inaccurate nineteenth century calculations in the printed version of the census
returns. Having worked on two such projects, I have a good understanding of the vast
amount of information we can obtain from censuses. In the same context, I also have a
realistic appreciation for their limitations and quirks. This thesis comes directly out of
my work with the 1891 Canadian Census at the University of Guelph.
While indexing the microfilm reels for the 1891 census, I came across a reel
where the information was not like the others. After 200 reels of the same thing, anything
different peaks your interest. The reel was labeled as “Institutions” in the Statistics
Canada Index, which could be because the information is organized by sub-district and so
at first glance appears to be county homes. On closer examination, I realized it was
something else entirely. It was written on manuscript census forms for Schedule 1 where
all of the personal information about each individual was recorded, but some of the
columns had been repurposed in order to describe other characteristics of the people
listed there. Individual names with age, sex and marital status, were all recorded in the
proper places, but occasionally the individual‟s “birthplace” column included the
mysterious notations of “D.D. & Blind” or “D.D. B & Insane”. “Parent‟s birthplace”
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designations reflected instead whether the parents were living or dead, and the “religion”
category numbered how many other children in the family were not deaf. Occupation
categories were filled out for these individuals, but if they happened to be children or
wives, they were not usually listed with an occupation, so the occupation column actually
recorded the father or the husband‟s occupation, eg. “Farmers D”, “Shoemakers W.”
Any of these changes in the use of the census schedule could still have been consistent
with information taken on people living in a county institution, except that if the notation
in the birthplace column said “Deaf Only” or “Dumb Only”, the entry was consistently
crossed out. The only other crossed out entries were duplications or obvious mistakes.
Having seen this occur often enough, I doubted that it was a list of people living
in institutions because, if that were the case, the list would have included everyone living
in the institution. I suspected instead that it was a list of everyone who had been marked
down as “deaf and dumb” on the census because those marked as only one or the other
had been eliminated from the list. In order to determine just who was in this dataset, I
linked a sample of names from the dataset back to the regular manuscript census. I
discovered that all of the people in that sample had all been marked as being deaf and
dumb in the regular manuscript census. Some also had other infirmities, which matched
up with the ones indicated in the birthplace column. A description of this analysis and its
findings can be found in Appendix A. Suffice it to say that the dataset has proven to be a
list of everyone who was marked down as being deaf and dumb on the manuscript
census.
This dataset can provide us with important information about the lives of the deaf
in nineteenth century Canada that cannot be obtained from any other source. We must
also remember, that as with any source, the census has its limitations. The 1891 census
was taken by enumerators going in to people‟s houses and asking them the questions
necessary to fill out the census schedules. Common problems with this method occurred
when individuals did not give correct answers. Perhaps they may simply have forgotten
or they purposefully omitted a family member or a piece of key information due to a
language barrier. Perhaps they did not trust the enumerator himself, who might have been
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a member of the community and the respondent was anxious that others not know her/his
personal information. Problems also occurred on the enumerators‟ side when they
neglected to ask a question, or did not understand the questions themselves resulting in
the schedules being filled in incorrectly, or even simply by skipping a house. In the case
of the deaf, it must be remembered that those listed as deaf on the census have selfidentified as being deaf. There is no way of knowing if these are individuals who were
born deaf or became deaf as children, or who became deaf later in life as a result of old
age, disease or injury. The category on the census form is labeled “Deaf and Dumb,”
which could indicate that the census only included those who had difficulty
communicating with the hearing population. Census enumerators did not always follow
the directions given to them about whom to include in certain categories, so it is best to
assume that the category includes anyone who could be considered deaf. It is also
impossible to determine which people who were marked down on the census as deaf were
actually deaf, or if the mark was simply a mistake. There are some examples in
Appendix A of a few such cases where it was likely a mistake. As we have no way to
determine conclusively whether or not they were deaf, these individuals remain in the
dataset.
I chose to focus on Ontario mainly because the dataset was most complete for
Ontario. The quality of the microfilmed images for the information from Quebec was so
poor that most of the information was unusable. The information for Western Canada
was incomplete because First Nations people were not enumerated, and the enumeration
was patchy simply because of the great distances the enumerators had to travel, and the
mistrust of those answering them. So, of the remaining provinces, Ontario, had the
largest deaf population, and therefore would produce the most reliable results in a
statistical study.
This dataset from the 1891 Canadian Census is the starting point for an
examination of the experiences of the deaf in nineteenth century Ontario. Government
policies, education techniques, and institutions will be mentioned to give context. The
focus will be on the deaf themselves. I will first comment on the field of disability
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history in general. Chapter Two, then, contains an analysis of the data itself and a
comparison of the information in the dataset to known data about the entire population of
Ontario from the published 1891 Census records. Chapter Three will provide context for
the data, using contemporary newspapers, to show the actual lived experience of the deaf
in Canada.

Disability history is a relatively new field of historical study that focuses mainly
on the cultural construction of “Disability” and on how language helps to reinforce this
construction. Some of the following studies examine disability in general, while others
look at specific disabilities. The one disability that has been extensively written about is
deafness. Undoubtedly, this is because the deaf community, especially in the United
States, can be seen in the same terms as an ethnic minority, a group with its own
language and culture.1 Disability historiography will be examined in general, but will
center on four books, one on disability history, and three specifically on the history of the
deaf. While the emphasis is mainly on the history of the deaf, much of what is discussed
can also be found in the experiences of those with other disabilities in Western society.
In varying degrees, these books look at how the cultural construction of “Disability” has
shaped government policies, especially educational policies and employment policies
concerning people with disabilities. The position of each author will be examined
followed by a discussion of how points of further inquiry can be addressed by using the
1891 Canadian Census dataset on the deaf.
The historiography of disability is quite varied in approach, encompassing any
research that has disability, or a specific disability, as its main topic, ie. blindness, mental
illness, physical disability etc. In their review article, “Who‟s Not Yet Here? American
Disability History,” Susan Burch and Ian Sutherland point out that pre-1980 histories that
dealt with disability focused on it from a medical perspective, as a “defect or sickness
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Vol 108, 3(June 2003): 781.
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that requires medical intervention in order to cure the problem.” They say that these
histories focus on the medical and treatment aspects of disability and “overlook the lived
experience of Disability.”3 The new histories on disability, written since the mid-1980‟s,
according to Catherine J. Kudlick in her article, “Disability History: Why We Need
Another „Other,‟” comes out of the new interdisciplinary field of Disability Studies
which sees disability as a “key defining social category on a par with race, class, and
gender.”4 These historians use disability in the same way that other historians use race or
gender, in order to analyze the way our society works by looking at how we deal with
marginalized groups. Like gender and race, some disability history makes use of
postmodernism and the linguistic turn as theoretical tools to examine how our society
accepts or rejects disability. 5 One author who makes full use of these tools is HenriJacques Stiker.
Henri-Jacques Stiker‟s book, A History of Disability, examines the history of how
Western society, and France in particular, has dealt with the disabled from Biblical times
to the present.6 He links advances in knowledge and ideas to changes in the way we look
at disabilities. For instance, with the introduction of humanism and advancements in
biological sciences in the eighteenth century, societal ideas about disability changed from
a willingness to accept fate, to a desire to do something to ameliorate the situation. 7 This
led to the development of strategies to rehabilitate the disabled through the development
of special technologies, institutions and remedial treatments. 8 Stiker examines how the
language used to talk about disability informs and is informed by the way in which
society deals with the disabled. It either accepts, rejects, or finds ways to ignore them.
2
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As an example, Stiker examined the use of the word “handicap”. He points out that the
term comes from gaming and horse-racing terminology to “designate an equalization of
chances.”9 He analyses the change in its definition over time in popular French
dictionaries and other literature to trace when the term came into use in France and when
it came to be used in reference to the disabled. He finds that the term “handicap” was
used by authors at the beginning of the twentieth century to signify a hindrance, but the
use of the word in French did not become specific to medical or health concerns until the
mid-1960s.10 He states that using the term “handicap” to describe the disabled changes
the way we perceive disability. He, in fact, sees them as two different worlds, “the world
of disability, of insurmountable incapacity, and the world of handicap, of affliction
compensated for.”11 By examining the prominent ideas and philosophies and
terminology that have been used at various times in history to refer to the disabled, Stiker
is able to explain how society perceived the disabled and what was considered a
disability. Through his examination of the treatment of the disabled he is also able to
show what society valued and how its leading citizens determined how society needed to
be organized in order for it to be run the way the leaders wanted it to be.
While critical of how societies have dealt with the disabled, Stiker makes it clear
that our methods and ideas are based on our culture, and the way the disabled have been
treated is the only way that they could have been treated in the culture of the time. When
more than one way of looking at the disabled has come about at one time, he points out
that different factions have espoused different philosophies, and that their ideas of how to
deal with the disabled come directly out of those philosophies.12 He is especially critical
of how present-day‟s society (most specifically, France) deals with the disabled. He says
we identify them and give them monetary assistance and provide them with rehabilitation
therapies in order to reintegrate them into society, to make them the same, to make them
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disappear. He warns that by constructing the disabled as being capable of being like the
13

rest of us, we appear to be doing them a service, but we in fact rob them of a voice,
because, then, what right would they have to complain? 14 He says it is good to want to
fulfill peoples‟ wishes to be able to live a full life like everybody else, but we have to
examine our motivations behind our desire to assimilate and integrate.15 Stiker says that
“everyone admits that society today could not be otherwise than industrial, economically
expansive, divided into social classes, productive, thus other than a fabricator of
disability.”16 He points out, though, that all societies have a concept of disability, we all
set people apart as “other”. The concept of disability is not peculiar to western liberal
capitalism: what differs is how we deal with the disabled in our societies.17
Douglas C. Baynton‟s book, Forbidden Signs: American Culture and the
Campaign against Sign Language, also examines how we deal with Disability and how it
is affected by our culture, and vice versa. 18 Baynton examines the cultural differences
between the manualist and oralist deaf educational philosophies, and considers what
insights these philosophies can give us into American culture in the nineteenth century.
He says that these educational philosophies were a product of their times and the values
of their society, not a product of the actual educational benefits to the deaf. 19 Manualism
was a method of teaching the deaf that involved the use of sign language to communicate
and was in use in the United States before the Civil War. The introduction of manualism
was influenced by the Second Great Awakening, a religious revival, and the idea that in
order to save one‟s soul one had to be educated as to the nature of one‟s soul. 20 As a
policy, missionaries learned the native languages of the people they tried to “save” so that
13
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they could communicate with them. The focus was on saving souls, not on assimilation.
Missionaries to the deaf, therefore, used and taught sign language to communicate their
message, because the deaf were able to understand the message better, and sooner, than if
the missionaries had tried to teach them how to speak or lip-read first. When oralism
became the more favoured teaching method, a ban was placed on the use of sign language
in the classroom. Deaf children were instead taught how to lip-read and speak in English.
This philosophy and practice came out of the desire for national unity after the Civil War.
The aim was to unite the country through one common language and culture and to
achieve the assimilation of immigrants, native people and the deaf. 21 Baynton concludes
that despite the differences in approach and philosophy between the manualists and
oralists, they did have paternalism in common. 22 They both agreed that whatever course
was taken, they needed to establish the authority of the hearing over the deaf, of the white
Anglo-Saxon Protestant settlers over the new immigrants and anyone else who was
different. This viewpoint strongly supports Stiker‟s theory of making the disabled the
“same” and thus making them disappear.
Baynton emphasizes throughout his book society‟s use of metaphors as a way for
hearing people to understand deafness and the needs of the deaf. These metaphors come
from the culture, and were used to make decisions that had lasting effects on policies
concerning the deaf, but had very little to do with the actual needs and wants of the deaf
themselves. 23 He contends that the shift to oralism was made possible by a shift in
metaphors of deafness. Prior to the use of oralism as a teaching technique, the deaf were
seen as being in spiritual darkness and silence. 24 With the use of oralism, the metaphor
changed to liken the deaf to foreign immigrants refusing to learn the language, refusing to
assimilate.25 Sign language was seen as the reason behind their isolation and the means

21
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by which they could create an insular community. In a nation striving to be united after
26

the divisions caused by Civil War, this was not acceptable. Baynton points out that
images of being an insider and being an outsider depend on one‟s position, and that
where hearing people saw isolation, the deaf saw community. 27
In his “Epilogue”, Baynton continues to criticize the way that deaf children are
educated in the twentieth century. He says the theory of “mainstreaming”, that is,
including deaf children into hearing classrooms with an interpreter, a current trend in the
United States, is detrimental to the deaf child‟s education and social development, maybe
even more so than oralism was. He says that at least with oralism they still grew up
knowing other deaf people, but now they are more isolated than ever because they are
frequently the only deaf child in the school, and they have no way of communicating
personally to their classmates except through their interpreter.28 He says that, “in the
name of inclusion in „the‟ community, deaf children are frequently denied true inclusion
in any community.”29 He shows how mainstreaming is a product of culture as well,
because the abhorrence of segregated education had come out of the Civil Rights
movement.30 He emphasizes that even though the meanings of deafness and disability
are culturally constructed, there is an actual physical difference that “transcends culture,”
and this difference needs to be taken into account when developing educational programs
and not ignored in favour of a supposed inclusion. 31
Some historians, and historiographers, seem to view disability as the ultimate
“Other” and are calling for the use of Disability as a social category to examine and
compare it with the other social categories and other types of histories such as class and
Labour history. Sarah F. Rose, in her article “‟Crippled‟ Hands: Disability in Labor and
Working-Class History,” says that “disability provides a valuable framework for
26
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exploring issues such as the dynamics and impact of unionization, who is considered to
be a worker, and the meanings of work, dependence, and citizenship.” 32 She points out
that the idea of a disabled person as an un-productive and un-employable citizen
developed with industrialism in the late nineteenth century. The new, faster paced and
more efficient work environment had no place for a disabled worker. 33 She says that
capitalism saw workers as parts in their machine of production which could be replaced
when they became too disabled to work.34 She reminds historians though, that even
though disabled workers were portrayed as being unproductive and unemployable this
did not mean that they were unemployed. A worker who became disabled on the job
could do a less demanding job in the same field to stay employed; others entered the
informal labor market, and many disabled people worked in sheltered workshops. 35 She
focuses on disabilities caused by workplace accidents and not on those who were already
disabled when they entered the labor market, a topic Robert M. Buchanan examines in
terms of the deaf.
Robert M. Buchanan‟s, Illusions of Equality: Deaf Americans in School and
Factory, 1850-1950 examines how the education policies and aid policies of the
American government affected deaf people‟s abilities and their level of acceptance into
the hearing workplace. His book deals only briefly with the ideological reasons behind
government and educational policies concerning the deaf. It presents a more
straightforward chronological history of how these policies affected the acceptance of the
deaf in the workplace, and what their place was in the working world. For Buchanan, the
oralist teaching policies of the schools adversely affected deaf students‟ ability to find
jobs after they left school because of the poor education they received. He says that

32
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oralism‟s focus on speaking and lip-reading left little time for anything more than a very
basic education, and left few resources available for a useful industrial education. 36
Buchanan argues that deaf advocates, like the leaders of the National Association
for the Deaf (NAD), often hindered their cause by stubbornly sticking to their position
that oralism should not be used. For instance, during the debates over the initial
introduction of oralism, Buchanan says that if the deaf advocates‟ “debate had been
dispassionate and pedagogical, advocates of a flexible combined system of instruction
might have prevailed.”37 Unfortunately, their furious effort to try to stop the spread of
oralism put the oralists on the defensive and the fight turned from one over educational
methods, to one “over the very identity of deaf children”: were they deaf children, or
were they regular children with a hearing problem?38 Deaf advocates also walked a fine
line when dealing with the government and other disability advocacy groups. Buchanan
contends that deaf advocates were worried about the place of deaf people in the
workforce and lobbied the government at the outset of World War I to set up a Labor
Bureau that would help convince employers to hire deaf workers and help deaf workers
find jobs. 39 However, he points out that many deaf activists did not want to join with the
disability advocacy group, the American Federation of the Physically Handicapped
(AFPH), in their advocacy for a government subsidized vocational rehabilitation after
World War II.40 There were varying reasons why the deaf activists did not want to
support the AFPH, despite the fact that many in the deaf community did support the
AFPH. One major reason was that these advocates did not want to reinforce the idea that
the deaf were handicapped. 41 In addition, they did not want employers to think that they
needed extra training in order to do their jobs, and assured employers that the training

36
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they received at school was sufficient.

42

Again, advocates for the deaf weakened their

fight against oralism because they supported the amount of time oral education provided
for vocational training when negotiating with employers, but argued the opposite when
negotiating with the government.
The majority of studies of disability history are American in origin and focus,
mainly because Disability Studies came out of the Disability civil rights movement in the
United States in the 1980s.43 The few histories of disability from a non-American
perspective are more straightforward histories of policies or institutions, with only a few
critical analyses being written, such as the one by Stiker. Two other authors who give an
international perspective on disability and deafness are Jan Branson and Don Miller in
their book, Damned for their Difference: The Cultural Construction of Deaf People as
Disabled.44 They examine the historical cultural construction of deafness in Britain and
in Australia, but also look at how the circumstances in France and America affected the
deaf in Britain. 45 Their book is written in two parts, “The Cultural Construction of „the
Disabled‟” and “The Cultural Construction of Deaf People as „Disabled.‟” The authors
start their history as far back as the Middle Ages, although the focus is more on the
eighteenth century and onward. In considering the cultural construction of the deaf as
“Disabled”, the authors focus especially on philosophies of education and on how those
philosophies helped to form how society perceived the deaf. For example, they
demonstrate that 15th century philosophers‟ quest for the perfect language led them to
look to the deaf in order to find it because the deaf would not have been exposed to any
language. The recognition that the deaf were still able to communicate without
verbalizing had a great impact on these intellectuals‟ philosophies. The authors say that
these philosophers then questioned,
42
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The very nature of language, of how humanity could construct meaning and
communicate understanding, … and the speculations of influential philosophers
… were recognizing a role for people who were deaf in the new rational world
that had been denied them by Aristotelian views of language that were integrally
linked to sound.46
Branson and Miller also provide us with the British perspective on the debate between
manualism and oralism, which seems to have been similar to the American debate.
However, the British oralists, at least initially, said that while sign language had no
business in the classroom they continued to use sign language outside of the classroom. 47
Since Branson and Miller are the most recently published authors of the four
(2002), and in light of the fact that they are sociologists rather than historians, they
examine the effects of the most modern technologies and techniques for teaching the
deaf. Like Baynton, they are interested in the effects of mainstreaming deaf children into
the school system, but they also look at cochlear implants. Their opinion of this
procedure is quite obvious in their choice of title for the chapter, “The Denial of Deafness
in the Late-Twentieth Century: The Surgical Violence of Medicine and the Symbolic
Violence of Mainstreaming.” They hold that the “apparent successes [of cochlear
implants] prove little.” 48 They point out that the children who receive cochlear implants
also receive intense individual speech and language therapy, which has already been
proven to get results even without mechanical aid of any kind.49 The authors say that the
advocates of cochlear implants are just as bad, or worse than the oralists in actively trying
to destroy a deaf identity by promoting a new method with just as dubious results. 50
All of the authors examined in this chapter demonstrate the ideas and philosophies
that inform the ways that those in a hearing society perceive the deaf, and more generally
how those who are considered able bodied perceive the disabled. However, they do not
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delve into how the deaf view themselves or their place in the world, or even how an
ordinary hearing person might view those who are deaf. By focusing on documents
originating with officials and society‟s elite, the authors miss out on the opinions of the
ordinary person. Opinions expressed formally, or on behalf of an organization, are not
necessarily those held privately by the ordinary individual. Buchanan used documents
produced by advocates for the deaf, such as the NAD (National Association for the Deaf),
to the greatest extent of all the authors. He provides the opinions of various leaders and
elites of the NAD on certain topics, but it is unclear whether or not these individuals
themselves were actually deaf. It is also unclear how many people in the larger deaf
population also held those opinions or even supported the NAD. For example, when
discussing the debate over the NAD joining the AFPH (American Federation of the
Physically Handicapped), he says that only a “small contingent of deaf leaders and
individuals demanded federal intervention on behalf of deaf workers.”51 There is also no
indication of how many leaders there were who did not support joining the AFPH. He
does say that one reason they did not back the ambitious plans of the soon-to-be leader of
the AFPH was because the “threadbare NAD had neither the money nor people to initiate
any bold measures.”52 This seems to be an indication of the support, or lack thereof, that
the deaf community gave the NAD. If the NAD was such a “threadbare” institution, it
does not seem that it had the support of the wider deaf community. There is no indication
of what those who were part of the wider deaf community thought on the issue, or if they
even knew of the debate. It is understandable that this might be difficult information to
ascertain, but if the author had obtained the circulation numbers of the various deaf
publications, or even the membership numbers of the NAD and other such organizations,
and compared them to the population of the deaf community, it would give some
indication of how much news of these debates actually got to the ordinary deaf worker.
One could also discover what an ordinary deaf person felt about their education or
treatment in society through diaries, personal correspondence or other types of personal
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sources generated by the deaf person or his or her family. All of the authors use a few
examples of these, but unfortunately in this case, if what the deaf advocates argued about
oralism is true, and there is no indication that it is not, then it would only have been the
most exceptional students who would have been able to communicate well enough to
generate such documents. Branson and Miller use the most quotes from individual
students, but these were mostly quotes that survived because they were chosen for
publication.53 They were able to discuss with deaf adults what their education had been
like, but that was still a modern education and can only give us an indication of what it
might have been like in the more recent past. It is still very interesting how widespread
specific oralist educational techniques were. The authors recount that at international
conferences of the deaf in the 1990‟s, delegates from “Britain, Australia, Canada,
America, and throughout Europe,” were all able to joke about the same teaching
techniques, and the “bizarre absurdity of their „education‟”. 54 Branson and Miller
describe the delegates to these conferences as joking about having to sit on their hands
while trying to mouth words, or “covering their mouths with a book while holding an
object behind them and expecting their deaf friends to “listen” to what the teacher was
saying.”55 It is unnerving to think that these conference delegates were speaking of the
education they received as recently as the 1950s and 60s. By using oral sources, Branson
and Miller are able to show in a limited way how those who experienced it first hand
perceived deaf education.

This review of disability history‟s growing historiography has exposed some of
the gaps in the literature and some areas that could do with further study. This thesis will
begin to address some of the gaps in Canadian historiography around disability, and more
specifically on the deaf. At the present, the majority of the Canadian disability literature
deals with mental illness, focusing on the power dynamics created in defining mental
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illness, treatments, and institutionalization, and more recently patient, and patient family,
agency. Similar to American studies on the deaf, the few works on deafness in a
Canadian context, mostly dissertations, focus on education and the educational
institutions. 56 The only non-fiction book published on the deaf in Canada, Clifton
Carbin‟s Deaf Heritage in Canada: A Distinctive, Diverse and Enduring Culture, is a
narrative history about the deaf in Canada, providing little analysis, but is a very good
resource for those researching the Canadian deaf as it is very thorough in the topics it
covers.57 None of these works uses census findings to any great extent, and while the
focus is on education and institutions, there is no examination of the background of the
children who attended the institutions or what happened to the children after they left the
institutions. They also did not consider those deaf people who could not, or did not,
attend such an institution. The most complete look at the deaf experience in Canada can
be found in Frances Itani‟s novel, Deafening.58 While Itani‟s book is a work of fiction, it
represents a remarkable historical reconstruction of the deaf experience, and is based on
very extensive historical research. This book is the only source that examines how
families dealt with the deafness of a child, how deaf people were accepted, or not, into
the community, and the difficulties the deaf faced in entering the hearing world and the
workforce after graduation from the school for the deaf. Itani also delves into the deaf
education debate by illustrating how the oral and manual teaching methods affected the
students at the school. Using the 1891 Census in conjunction with other primary sources
will certainly enhance our current understanding of the lives of the deaf in nineteenth
century Canada. The field of disability history and the history of the deaf in Canada is
wide open.
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The topics of race and ethnicity are two other research areas that require
consideration in the study of disability. Baynton and Buchanan do consider, to a limited
extent, the quality of education provided for the African-American deaf. I have not come
across a work that discusses the education provided for deaf First Nations people or other
racial minorities, or the re-education of deaf immigrants, or, except for Branson and
Miller, whether deaf immigrants were even permitted into the country. Understandably,
the focus is on the middle class white deaf population, because this is the population most
likely to have generated documentation and more likely to have had access to schooling.
It would have provided a more informed picture if there had been some documentation
indicating that these facilities existed for deaf black or native children, or the reasons why
they did not exist. Baynton says that “information specifically on the education of black
deaf children is difficult to come by; the subject was rarely raised at conferences or
addressed in school reports and educational literature.”59 He says that black children in
the Northern states would presumably have had the same education as the white students
as there was no segregation in the school system, although he says that there would have
been very few black deaf children in the northern states until later in the twentieth
century, which does not take into consideration the large black communities in New York
City and Chicago.60 In the south, segregated schools did exist, and all the evidence that
he could find points to them being inferior schools that continued to teach the manual
method into the 1940s when the white schools had switched to an oral or combined
method by the early 1900s. 61
Buchanan is the author who spends the most time addressing the issue of the
African-American deaf, although admittedly he mentions them only when they cross
paths with the white organizations. He points out that white deaf adults internalized
racial segregation and did not allow deaf blacks into their organizations. He says this
caused
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two parallel communities [to develop] with little interaction between them: the
first, comprised primarily of whites, has been described by hearing society – as
well as by most deaf citizens – as “the deaf community”; the second, for the most
part unrecognized even today, was comprised of deaf African-American women,
men and children. 62
Unfortunately, he says little else specifically about deaf African-Americans, other than to
briefly mention other places where they were discriminated against as workers, or he
assumes that they were not discriminated against in industrial workplaces during the
Second World War because there was a lack of evidence. 63 Perhaps more evidence of
deaf black people could be found in the records of the segregated educational institutions
in the Southern United States. None of the authors, however, considers examining
carefully the treatment of the deaf from other racial and ethnic groups in the country they
were investigating. Branson and Miller are the only authors who discuss deaf
immigration, but only in the context of present-day Australia‟s refusal to allow deaf
immigrants to enter their country on medical grounds. 64 Unfortunately, the question of
race and ethnicity cannot be dealt with effectively using the 1891 Canadian census,
because racial and ethnic identities were not recorded. Birthplace and Parents‟
birthplaces were recorded, but this information was left out of the dataset by whoever
compiled it, so it is not usable either. Also, information about First Nations individuals
was generally not even recorded in the 1891 census as this information was to be
obtained from the Indian Affairs Agents. Their reports could potentially provide a way
of determining how the Canadian government dealt with disabled First Nations
individuals, but that is outside the scope of this thesis. Race and ethnicity are very
important elements that should be examined in conjunction with disability, but will have
to be the subject of another thesis.
Disability and gender is another social category that needs to be more thoroughly
examined. Very few works seem to have been written from a gendered perspective. Some
of the authors writing about the deaf deal with gender, but mostly just in terms of the
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gender of the teachers. Baynton spends an entire chapter arguing that oralism was linked
to gender from a teaching perspective. Female teachers made oralism possible, because
institutions could pay them less, which made them highly attractive. As a result, female
teachers became oralism‟s most vocal advocates as a way to justify their place in the
education system and ensure they remained employed. This form of teaching required
children to start their educations sooner than those learning the manual method so that the
children would not be tempted to invent signs of their own in order to communicate, and
so that children who became deaf later in life would not lose their speech, and female
teachers were seen as more desirable to be teaching young children. 65 Oralism also
required smaller class sizes and therefore more teachers. It also required less teacher
training so it was seen as something that a female could do.66 Female teachers were paid
less than male teachers, so schools could hire more of them to teach the smaller classes,
and male teachers refused to teach small children. 67 The younger age of the children was
seen to require a caring young woman to nurture the children in a home-like
atmosphere.68 Oralist education became the realm of the female, and as women were
seen as nurturing mother figures, it allowed the oralists to project an image of themselves
as working for the best interests of the children. 69 This gave them a lot of power to sway
the parents of deaf children, and the general public. Branson and Miller felt much the
same as Baynton about this issue. Stiker does not deal with gender to any great extent,
mainly, I think, because he is trying to establish disability as an area of discrimination
that needs to be investigated in its own right. Buchanan is the only one of these authors
that looks at deaf females and how they were doubly discriminated against because of
their gender and their disability, receiving an even poorer education than their male
counterparts.70
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All of the authors, who discuss the deaf specifically, use quantitative data to a
limited extent in their analysis. Most of their quantitative data comes from surveys
conducted by deaf journals in the early 1900s that were designed to track the use of
oralism. The authors generally do not discuss the benefits or drawbacks of using these
sources, or even the manner in which the surveys were conducted or how much of the
population actually responded. They do not discuss the biases that might have been held
by those who conducted the survey, or the biases of those who responded and how those
might have skewed the results. Buchanan uses surveys conducted by the NAD
determining the mode of communication most deaf workers used in a hearing workplace.
The surveys found a mixture of writing and signing to be the most popular method, while
lip-reading and oral communication were the least. 71 He says that some of the surveys
were done informally, some only of leaders in the deaf community, and one seemingly
extensive survey that was never even compiled. 72 It has been my experience in working
with quantitative data, that in many cases, if a survey was never compiled, that is an
indicator that there was a problem with the data and therefore not worth compiling, or
that the potential compilers did not want the conclusion to be widely known. These
surveys were done by and for the deaf community as a counterattack against oralism, and
Buchanan points out that the findings of these surveys did not circulate widely. 73 He also
says that the results of the surveys would not likely have swayed the oralists. He
suggests that the oralist supporters would have argued that it was simply an indication
that the individuals had needed a more extensive oral education. 74 He outlines the biases
of the oralists, but does not indicate that the deaf respondents to the surveys may have
been responding in a biased way as well. Buchanan also does not indicate what
proportion of the deaf population was surveyed, and what economic sector they might
have been in, which might also influence results. These surveys were conducted between
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1899 and 1917, and many menial labourers at that time would not have been required to
75

have a proficiency in reading in order to do their job. This leads to questions such as:
How could a deaf employee communicate effectively with illiterate co-workers, or how
would an illiterate deaf employee communicate? These potential problems might have
skewed the results of these surveys. When dealing with quantitative data, all these
possibilities need to be considered. Perhaps the authors do not use quantitative data
extensively in their analysis of the information because they realize the difficulties of
using contemporary data without knowing quite how it was generated.
Many problems exist with the census as well. One problem found while linking a
sample of names from the dataset back to the manuscript census was that it was obvious
that some people had been marked down as deaf by accident simply because the
enumerator moved the information over a column too far. There were often
communication problems between families and enumerators because of language
differences. For example, an Anglophone enumerator in a Francophone neighbourhood
or vice-versa, or an Anglophone enumerating any household that had a first language
other than English would also obviously have difficulties. In most cases there would have
been a hearing family member in a household with a deaf family member, but there could
have been a few communication problems due to deafness as well. In these cases not all
of the information collected is reliable, but this dataset is of every person who was
marked as deaf and dumb and not just a sample. The unreliable information is
outweighed by the reliable information so that fairly accurate conclusions can be reached.
The 1891 Canadian Census is also a valuable source for disability history simply because
questions about disability were asked and recorded. Along with the column that was
checked to mark deafness there were columns for blindness and for being “unsound of
mind.” It was important enough to compile a list of everyone who was deaf, and this is
the only list that seems to have survived.
The authors of all of the literature reviews on disability agree that it is important
that disability history reveal the lives of the individuals affected by disability. Catherine
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Kudlick points out that many disability histories discuss the cultural construction of
disability, but few of them discuss the “historical agency of disabled people
themselves.”76 Burch and Sutherland show that the social construction of disability sets
limits as to what a disabled person can do, but this does not correspond with the actual
abilities of the disabled individual, and affects their lived experience of being disabled in
society.77 Rose points out that many labor historians use disability in their work only as a
metaphor to show the evils of capitalism and the effect of poor working conditions, but
they never talk about what happens to the worker after they become disabled.78 As
Kudlick says, this is a “field that desperately needs people to tell their own stories.” 79
Unfortunately, it is often impossible to find sources left by the disabled. Disability
history is an essential new field that gives a voice to those from the past who have never
had one before.

Having established where a study of the deaf in Canada fits into the
historiography of disability, and of deaf history more specifically, Chapter Two moves on
to a statistical analysis of the dataset of the deaf from the 1891 Canadian Census. By
comparing the deaf population of Ontario to the non-deaf population, we can see what
opportunities were available to the deaf. This can provide us with important information
about the lives of the deaf in nineteenth century Canada, such as how many were married,
how many of those were married to other deaf individuals, or had hearing partners. We
can also see how many families had multiple deaf family members. The prevalence of
individuals with multiple “infirmities” can also be determined. We can also determine
which occupations were open to individuals with impaired hearing, which occupations
had a higher concentration of deaf workers, and what percentage of deaf adults were
employed compared with the total Canadian population. In short, we hope to determine
how well the deaf were integrated into Canadian society in the late nineteenth century.
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In Chapter Three, the data found in the statistical analysis will be given a context
using other primary source material. One major source is the newspaper produced by the
Ontario Institution for the Deaf and Dumb in Belleville, Ontario, The Canadian Mute,
which discussed current events and issues that affected the deaf, from a deaf perspective,
but also allowed the children at the school, and the alumni of the school a forum to
express their own opinions and have a dialogue with other deaf Canadians across the
country. Another set of sources are the documents collected by Clifton Carbin for his
book, Deaf Heritage in Canada: A Distinctive, Diverse and Enduring Culture, which
provide more insight into deaf culture in Canada. From these investigations, a picture of
the lives of deaf members of nineteenth century Canadian society will emerge.
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Chapter 2
Statistical Analysis
In this chapter, we will use the dataset from the 1891 Census to examine various
aspects of the lives of the deaf in late nineteenth century Ontario. By comparing the
statistics from the dataset to those from the printed 1891 Census, we can investigate the
differences between the deaf and non-deaf populations in terms of age distribution, other
infirmities, marital status, occupation, and geographical distribution. By looking at these
statistics, we can begin to have an understanding of the lived experience of the deaf.
The late nineteenth century was a time when North American society hotly debated
the appropriateness of differences among those who wished to be part of this society.
The suitability of immigrants, the disabled and anyone who might be a hindrance rather
than a benefit to society was questioned. These debates sometimes, and unfortunately,
became the basis for some very detrimental government policies and prejudiced public
opinions towards those who were different. The deaf were no exception, and were the
centre of many passionate discussions as to how best to incorporate them productively
into society. In particular, solutions were proposed concerning education and two
opposing educational methods emerged, oralism and manualism.
Briefly, these educational theories, as outlined in the introduction, both work very
well for certain deaf students, depending on when they had become deaf. A combination
of both oralism and manualism, or the Combined Method, was used at most schools to
create a lesson plan that allowed each student to learn in the best way possible for them.
Those who had become deaf after the point when they could understand language, or
post-lingually, and were beginning to use it themselves, after about age five, were the
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best candidates for the oralist method which would work on building and retaining their
oral language skills. Those who had been born deaf or became deaf before they
understood language, or pre-lingually, were best suited to the manual method, where they
would learn language skills and be able to learn how to read and write even if their
reference was not spoken English but rather signs, which were later standardized into the
American Sign Language that we know today. The main points of the debate between
the oralists and manualists as argued by Baynton and Buchanan, are outlined in Chapter
1.
Schools for the deaf were formed all over the United States, and eventually most
regions of Canada, during the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. These were, by
necessity, mainly residential schools, due to the geographical distribution of the deaf
across the continent, and also by the need to be immersed in a location where the children
could practice their communication skills with each other, especially when most of the
children‟s families would not know sign language. The deaf population became much
more visible with the proliferation of such schools, as previously isolated individuals
were brought together. Deaf students were able to interact with other deaf children,
sometimes for the first time in their lives. Some of their teachers were also deaf,
providing them with role models to emulate. These children received an education that
would prove their viability as contributing members of society. The friendships and
connections the students made at school lasted them a lifetime. In many cases, social
organizations were formed, so that they could continue those friendships and meet more
deaf people after they had left school. Also, many marriages would inevitably come out
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of the graduating classes, whether from marriage between fellow deaf classmates, or with
the relative of a classmate.
The increased visibility of the deaf as a group, and especially the reality of deaf
intermarriage, became a concern to the general public in the late nineteenth century due
to a paper written by Alexander Graham Bell. Bell wrote Upon the Formation of a Deaf
Variety of the Human Race in 1883, in which he stated his theory that deaf people should
not intermarry because they would create a “deaf-mute race”.80 He said that the
education system was the problem, because it created a small group of people who
understood sign language. This encouraged the deaf to create their own social networks
rather than integrating them into the larger society. He apparently did not intend that
there be laws banning deaf intermarriage, but, unfortunately, this was the idea that was
conveyed through the newspapers when a reporter found a copy of Bell‟s paper on a
congressman‟s desk. 81 Bell continued to advocate for more deaf integration into society
and the use of the oralist teaching method. In early 1889, he wrote a letter to the Census
Committee of the United States Senate, informing them that he had
… statistical proof that the defective classes in the United States have
increased about four hundred per cent. in the previous thirty years, while
the general population has simply doubled. So far as deafness is
concerned, the alarming increase is said to be due to marriages in which
both parties are deaf and dumb. Ninety per cent. of deaf mutes marry
persons who are similarly afflicted.82
These numbers will prove to be not at all accurate in the Canadian context.
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Bell‟s position created much controversy and was especially upsetting to Mr. R.
Mathison, the Superintendent of the Ontario Institution for the Deaf and Dumb, the
school for the deaf located in Belleville, Ontario. In July 1889, Mr. Mathison wrote a
letter to the editor of The Toronto Globe, outlining his disagreement with Prof. Bell and
requesting information from the public in order to make an accurate inquiry into the issue
in Canada. He wrote that
From the information I have been able to gather up to this time, I have
only learned of one deaf child in Ontario (a little boy now about four years
of age) whose parents are deaf and dumb. Of the hundreds of children
who are now attending, or have attended this institution, there is not one
congenitally deaf child who has deaf mute parents.83
Clifton Carbin points out that there were likely more deaf children of deaf parents at the
school than Mathison reported.84 Even if there were not that many deaf children of deaf
parents, there is sufficient evidence to show that deafness certainly ran in some
families. 85
In order to examine this issue, American instructors of the deaf requested that the
US Government conduct a more thorough examination of the deaf in their next census,
the American 1890 Census. They asked that what was previously simply a list of deaf
persons be expanded to obtain "full information, not only as to absolute deafness or
dumbness, but as to defective hearing or speech, as to the parentage of the afflicted
persons, and whether or not the father and mother were first cousins; as to the cause of
the defect and at what age it began."86 This debate also understandably influenced the
1891 Canadian Census, eventually leading to the creation of the documents used for this
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study.
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The debate also influenced other areas of the government. In the annual reports for
1888, presented to the Ontario Legislature, a Mr. Christie reported on the deaf, giving the
Ontario Institute a favorable commendation and also commenting on the issue of deaf
marriage. He said that “any opposition to the consummation of deaf mute love matches
partakes of the nature of an injustice.” 88 He argued that those in deaf marriages lived very
similar lives to other people in their economic circumstances, and produced no more deaf
children than the rest of the population. He pointed out that deafness is very isolating,
and deaf people benefitted from being in a relationship with another deaf person.
In this section, I will build on Mr.Christie‟s claim, that he knew of no deaf married
couples “who are less happy and prosperous than the average class of persons in like
conditions of life.”89 It will soon become apparent just how dissimilarly the deaf in
nineteenth century Ontario lived compared to the non-deaf population of the province.
This chapter will examine the information on the individual, their age, gender, infirmities,
marital status and occupation as reported in the 1891 Canadian Census.

General Characteristics of the Deaf Population of Ontario, 1891
Age

According to the 1891 Canadian Census, the age distribution of the Ontario deaf
population was generally very similar to that of the non-deaf population. Three areas
where there was a significant difference were: the total proportion of the sexes, the
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number of children, and spikes in population (See Figure 1). All three of these
differences are due to the nature of the impairment and are not caused by the actions of
the individuals.
Table 1 Percentage of the deaf compared to the non-deaf by gender and age90
Age Group

% of deaf
females

% of non-deaf
females

% of deaf
males

% of non-deaf
males

0-5

1.726

11.304

2.124

11.403

6-9

7.614

11.622

9.256

11.712

10-14

9.340

11.450

7.587

11.562

15-19

10.660

11.107

9.408

10.851

20-24

10.254

10.760

11.305

10.056

25-29

10.254

8.812

8.194

8.225

30-34

7.919

6.913

7.511

6.846

35-39

6.193

5.683

6.904

5.828

40-44

8.020

4.892

7.360

4.925

45-49

5.584

4.066

4.932

4.175

50-54

4.264

3.673

4.704

3.731

55-59

3.959

2.671

4.401

2.851

60-64

3.452

2.487

4.704

2.708

65-69

2.843

1.676

2.352

1.890

70-74

2.843

1.241

3.263

1.412

75-79

1.929

0.713

2.656

0.844

80-84

1.218

0.416

1.973

0.449

85-59

1.015

0.173

0.910

0.162

90-94

0.305

0.051

0.303

0.051

95+

0.203

0.014

0.076

0.015

not stated

0.406

0.275

0.076

0.304

100.000

100.000

100.000

100.000

985

1,043,849

1,318

1,068,169

Total
Total Number

The deaf population was a very male population, 57.2% male and 42.8% female
compared to 50.6% male and 49.4% female in the total population. A study from 1994
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also found a similar sex ratio, 54% male to 46% female in a Dutch school for the deaf,
and although they were not able to determine why males predominated, they were able to
determine that hereditary cases of deafness were spread equally between the sexes,
suggesting that males were more susceptible to hearing impairment from accidental
causes. 91
In general, the deaf population was older than the total population. The median
age-group for the deaf was 30-34, while the median age-group for the total population
was 20-24. The deaf population was proportionately greater than the non-deaf population
after the age of 40. The deaf population was proportionately lower than the non-deaf
population for the first three age-groups, that is, under the age of 15. The smaller
proportion of deaf children can be explained by the causes of deafness in the nineteenth
century. The majority of cases of deafness in the nineteenth century were adventitious,
that is, caused by an event, most likely a fever or infection, rather than genetic. 92 This
meant that a person could become deaf at any point in their life, so the deaf population
could have continued growth in any age group. It is also hard to detect deafness in an
infant, and so diagnosis would likely have been delayed until the stage in development
when the child would normally start articulating.93 Diseases such as scarlet fever,
influenza, and measles, all prevalent at this time, could interfere with the natural
development of a child, causing deafness, blindness, and heart defects among others.
Without antibiotics, any illness that caused head congestion or a sore throat, even
91
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repeated head colds, could damage a child‟s hearing. Infections could also result from
poor hygiene or insufficient medical care often experienced in rural areas or in povertystricken households. Also, children could become deaf through accidents. A fall or a
blow to the head, or damage from foreign bodies thrust into the ear canal could all cause
deafness if they were hard enough and at the right stage of development, or if they were
not treated properly. Punishments, such as “boxing” a child‟s ears could cause deafness
if done too hard or too often. Any of these causes could also be the causes of becoming
deaf later in life. Deafness could result if an individual had a compromised immune
system, or participated in activities that might damage hearing, such as boxing, certain
military occupations, especially those who fired the cannons, and industrial occupations
with a lot of noise.
A study from 1847 in the United States showed that of 200 pupils at the American
Asylum, 110 were born deaf, four pupils were deaf from undetermined causes, 41 cases
were caused by scarlet fever, and the other 45 cases from other fevers and diseases such
as typhus and measles, various kinds of inflammations and infections such as scrofula,
mumps, and ulcers, and by injury from a fall or a blow to the head. 94 Many cases of
congenital deafness could have been caused by the mother being ill with any of these
same fevers or diseases while pregnant with the child. The majority of these accidental
causes of deafness can be prevented today through vaccinations and antibiotics and the
implementation of modern health and safety practices.
Deaf females, after age 15, follow a fairly normal age distribution when
compared with the total female population. It is a slightly older population, there is a
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significantly higher deaf population in the age groups over the age of 65, perhaps due to
deafness in old age. There is also a very significant spike in the deaf population for the
40-45 age group, which corresponds with a similar spike in the deaf males and will be
discussed subsequently and is illustrated in Figure 1.
Deaf males do not follow a normal age distribution; instead, the age distribution
shows periodic significant spikes in the deaf male population when compared with the
non-deaf male population. These spikes occur in the 20-24, 40-44, and 60-64 and 70-74
age groups (Figure 1).The reason for these spikes in population could be due to periodic
epidemics of diseases that could cause deafness, but it could also simply be due to the
fact that one could become deaf at any stage in life, particularly as one ages.
Industrialization was a major factor in this time period, and could account for some of the
middle-aged and retirement aged deaf males who may have become deaf by an
accumulated exposure to loud industrial noise without proper hearing protection over the
course of their careers. Since deafness has many causes, it is difficult to pinpoint just one
which may have contributed to these spikes. There is a corresponding spike in the 40-44
age group of deaf females, and there are actually proportionately slightly more females in
this age group than males, indicating that the 40-44 age group is a very special case.
To investigate the causes of the spike in both the male and female deaf population
in the 40-44 age group, an almost 3 percent difference from the non-deaf population in
that age group, we must first examine the causes of deafness and determine which cause
would be more likely to fluctuate. The most likely candidate is illness and the possibility
of epidemics that might not have affected the other age groups. Illness was more likely
to cause deafness in childhood, so the time period of greatest importance would be when
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this age group was under the age of 15, or 1847-1866. According to genealogy
researchers, the years 1847-1849 were very significant for epidemics in Ontario, there
being cholera, typhus and influenza epidemics all in the same three years. 95 There were
also two more influenza epidemics in the time period being investigated, one in 1850-51
and another in 1857-59.96 While these are likely not the most reliable data, they give us
an idea of the prevalence of epidemics in the time period of 1847-1866. Other significant
epidemics seem to have occurred in the 1830s and 1870s, accounting for the spikes in the
60-64 age group and 20-24 age group (see Figure 1).

Figure 1 Gender by Age Group of the Deaf and Non-Deaf, 1891 Ontario 97
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Further proof that an epidemic could cause a spike in the deaf population comes
from a more modern source. The rubella epidemic of 1963-65 caused a very significant
increase in the deaf population in Ontario, resulting in what was known as the “rubella
bulge” which created problems of school class size and other specific developmental and
educational requirements as those students moved through the education system. 98
Further evidence comes from the Cremers et al. study, where they found that most causes
of deafness remained constant, and the only really variable cause of deafness was from
accident or illness.99 While it would be nice to have birth place information, the existing
evidence suggests that the spikes in population were due to the increase of people
becoming deaf due to disease.
Other infirmities

Due to the myriad causes of deafness, quite often more than a person‟s hearing
was affected by an illness. The aforementioned members of the “rubella bulge” also
suffered from various combinations of cerebral palsy, blindness, and all manner of
learning, mental and physical disabilities, so it is likely that those who had become deaf
from other illness also suffered from multiple symptoms. 100 There were a number of
people with various other combinations of the “infirmities” that were investigated in the
1891 Census. These infirmities, as reported in the census, were “Deaf and Dumb”,
“Blind” and “Unsound of mind”. There was a possibility of being afflicted with any
combination of these three infirmities, but for those in our study, the majority of the deaf
population was only deaf and dumb (82%), the next highest instance being Deaf and
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Dumb and Unsound of mind (6%), and Deaf and Dumb and Blind (5%), with “Deaf,
Dumb, Blind and Unsound of Mind” taking the fourth position at 4%.
It is unclear as to what frequency of multiple infirmities appeared in the non-deaf
population of Ontario in 1891, but 5,855 people were listed as “Unsound of Mind” and
1,227 as “Blind”.101 If we subtract from these totals all of those who are also deaf, we are
left with 5,613 non-deaf people of unsound mind, or 0.26% of the non-deaf population,
and 1,009 blind people, or 0.04% of the non-deaf population.102 If we compare this to the
numbers in Table 2, where 10.5% of the deaf were also unsound of mind, and 9.5% of the
deaf were also blind, it is clear that the deaf were much more likely to have one of these
other infirmities than the non-deaf population, likely because many of the causes of
deafness also affected other aspects of the person‟s health.103
Table 2 Distribution of Deaf Population by Level of Incapacity, Ontario, 1891
Disabilities
deaf and dumb
deaf dumb and blind
deaf dumb and insane
deaf dumb blind and insane
deaf only
deaf only and insane
dumb only
dumb and blind
dumb and insane
Total

101

Frequency
1893
120
142

Percent
82.2
5.2
6.2

95

4.1

30
1
15
3
4
2303

1.3
.0
.7
.1
.2
100.0

Canada, Department of Agriculture, Census of Canada, 1891: Bulletin No.16, May 1893, 4, 17.
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Having multiple infirmities did not seem to hold some people back. Of the 410
deaf people with multiple infirmities, 34% of the males were ever married (married and
widowed), and 27% of the females. 28% of the deaf with multiple infirmities also had
occupations, and half of those occupations were in the primary sector.
Figure 2 The Deaf Population with Multiple Infirmities and the Total Deaf Population by
Age Group, Ontario 1891

Multiple infirmities were not evenly distributed among the deaf population.
There were slightly more deaf males who had multiple infirmities, 60% whereas males
only made up 57% of the deaf population, but these proportions are close enough that
they are not significantly different.
As you can see in Figure 2, the presence of multiple infirmities varied widely
between age groups. The spikes in the percentage of deaf people with multiple
infirmities do not correspond with similar spikes in deaf population, except for the 40-44
age group. This reinforces the possibility that epidemics were the cause of the
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populations spikes in certain age groups. The fact that there are no corresponding spikes
for the 20-24 age group, or the 60-64 age groups could simply indicate that the epidemics
that caused these spikes in deafness did not create more than one infirmity. There
certainly is no lack of people with multiple infirmities in these age groups, it is just that
the population spikes do not match up. Previous illnesses are not the only factor that
could create multiple infirmities in a deaf person as illustrated by the wild variation over
the age groups (See Figure 2). For instance, some genetic conditions that create deafness
also affect the eyes and/or mental acuity. The presence of multiple infirmities in the deaf
does not seem to have any predominant exterior determining factor, it is simply
something deaf people are more subject to experiencing than a healthier population.

Other Characteristics:

Some of the characteristics of the deaf were not recorded in the data set of the
deaf, but were calculated from the 1891 Census by the Department of Agriculture and
presented in Census Bulletin 16 which discusses the results for the “Insane”, “Deaf and
Dumb” and “Blind”. Firstly, the Report stated that the deaf population of Ontario was
only 1,603, or one third of the total Canadian deaf population, 700 fewer people than the
2,303 in my dataset.104

Since someone created the dataset by manually going through

the census and noting anyone who had a mark in the “Deaf and Dumb” column, there are
a few people who were marked incorrectly by the enumerator who made it onto the
dataset. The printed census was tabulated by an electronic tabulator and there is much
more room for errors in that multi-step process. There are also people missing from the
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dataset who were known to be deaf, and were probably simply not reported as deaf to the
census enumerator, so I think my numbers gleaned from the dataset are closer to the
reality than the government‟s numbers from Bulletin 16. I would guess that the numbers
are actually higher, but that information is lost to history. The ratio for all of Canada was
reported as 10 deaf people for every 10,000, which is the same ratio I have for Ontario. 105
In any case, according to Bulletin 16, 33% of the total deaf population lived in Ontario,
44% lived in Quebec, 20% lived in the Maritimes, and 3% lived in Western Canada.
The most important point from Bulletin 16, is that in the “four original provinces
of Confederation,” the deaf population had increased 20.3% from 1871 to 1891, while the
total population had increased 25.5%.106 This was not nearly the four hundred percent
increase of the deaf population that Bell had claimed in front of the Census Committee of
the United States Senate.107 Unfortunately, it is hard to assess the real increase, as many
people, both deaf and non-deaf, had moved out of the original four provinces into the
new territories in search of land. 108 As both the deaf and non-deaf were moving, this
should not skew the numbers too significantly. It would be interesting to know at what
rate the deaf moved westward, as compared to the non-deaf or other disadvantaged
groups.
The 1891 Census asked for the individual‟s birthplace and the birthplace of each
parent. This was the first time these questions had been asked, and the Department of
Agriculture was very keen to draw conclusions from them. The Census Bulletin states
that “the foreign population, which is less than one seventh of the whole population has
105
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one fourth of the deaf and dumb, without counting in any of those who are the offspring
of parents one of whom is foreign born.”109 This Bulletin then shows that the majority of
the deaf immigrants had come from the United Kingdom, which of course is where most
of Canada‟s immigrants had come from by this period: 186 came from Ireland, 162 from
England, followed by 85 from Scotland and 80 from the United States.110
Of all of the religions in Canada, those who were Roman Catholic were overrepresented at 55.4% of the deaf population. 111 As the bulletin put it, they “exceed their
proportion in the whole population,” while the other religions were below theirs. 112 This
over-representation could be explained by the fact that 44 percent of the deaf population
of Canada lived in Quebec, a predominantly Catholic province. Gordon Darroch points
out that in the 1871 Census, Canadian-born Catholics were the least likely to own homes
or land, and Peter Baskerville shows that in the 1901 Census, Catholics, and non-Irish
Catholics especially, were more likely to live in smaller homes with bigger families. 113
These crowded living conditions would allow illness to spread more quickly, and larger
families would have a proportionately higher chance to pass on hereditary deafness.
Also, if they did not own the house, chances are the rental dwelling was in a poorer part
of town, especially in Toronto or Montreal, and in a worse state of repair than an owned
house, allowing drafts, damp and mold to create perfect conditions for numerous head-
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colds. All of these factors combined could ostensibly result in Roman Catholics having
an over-representation in the deaf population.
Another factor examined in the Bulletin was the level of education, which was
determined simply by the ability to read or write. 39% of the Canadian deaf could read
and write, 4% could only read, and 57% could neither read nor write.114 Of the whole
population of Canada, 65.7% could read and write, 4.3% could only read, and 28.8%
were illiterate.115 These low literacy rates for the deaf are likely due to the fact that
learning to read and write is one of the more difficult tasks for many deaf people,
especially those who became deaf pre-lingually. Also, many of the deaf adults in Canada
had not been very well educated, as schools for the deaf were relatively new institutions
in most areas of Canada. The Ontario Institute had only been opened in 1870, and
L‟Institution Catholique des Sourdes-Muets was the first permanent school for the deaf in
Canada established in 1848.116A school in Halifax opened in 1856, and one in Manitoba
opened in 1888.117 This means that a formal education for the deaf born in Ontario had
only been available to those under the age of 35 on the 1891 Canadian Census. By 1894
(the closest date available), 982 pupils had been educated at the Ontario Institution. 118
This means that we know for certain that approximately 43% of the deaf population of
Ontario had a formal education, which does not include those educated in other countries
or provinces. This compares favorably with the national rate of 43% for any level of
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literacy for the deaf. This can only give us a general idea, but it shows that education had
a big impact on the lives of the deaf.
Lastly, Canada was shown to have a proportionately smaller deaf population than
Switzerland, Austria, and Sweden, and proportionately larger one than Germany,
Norway, France, and Great Britain and Ireland. 119
Unfortunately, we lack birthplace, religion, and literacy information in our dataset
of the deaf for Ontario, so we cannot compare the Canadian totals to those for Ontario,
except the total deaf population, which, as previously discussed, is not accurate. I would
assume that Ontario was proportionately similar to, or perhaps even higher than the
Canadian totals for most of these statistics. I assume that some of the proportions would
be higher for Ontario because of the difference in occupation rates, which will be
discussed later on in this chapter. Another piece of information we cannot get at was race
or ethnicity, which was not recorded on the 1891 Census in favour of birthplace
information for both the individual and their parents, but was recorded in previous and
subsequent Canadian Censuses. This means that we cannot examine how many people of
a racial or ethnic minority were deaf in Canada at this time, or how they compared to the
rest of the deaf population.
Marital Status

A very good indicator of how similar the deaf were to the non-deaf population of
Ontario is to examine marital status. Marriage requires an agreement between two people
to enter into marriage. In order to do that, they need to find desirable qualities in each
other. In the nineteenth century, marriages were based on love, but matches were also
119
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highly influenced by family and friends. Families were expected to support their children
in the creation of their new household, and so naturally would have encouraged any
match where they felt the prospective spouse would be able to contribute the most
financially, physically and morally. 120 When daughters were concerned, “unsuitable”
young men were very much discouraged, the main criteria of “suitability” being age and
the ability to support a wife and family. 121 Often couples were encouraged to wait a few
years before marrying to gain life experience and for the man to work his way up to a
higher income, or accrue more savings.122 In some circles, social status and the public
perception of the person or their family was also a big factor in determining marriage
suitability and would definitely have come into play if one or both members of the
prospective couple were deaf. 123
In general, marriage rates, for the population over the age of 15, for the deaf were
a little over half those of the non-deaf population in 1891 Ontario. One could conclude
that being deaf made it much more difficult to find a spouse. In keeping with the
generally older deaf population, as discussed earlier, married deaf people were also
approximately five years older than the married non-deaf population.
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Table 3 Married Deaf and Married Non-Deaf Populations of Ontario in 1891, by Age

Number Deaf Males Married

% Deaf Males Married in Age
Group

Number of Deaf Females Married

% Deaf Females Married in Age
Group

Number Non-Deaf Males
Married

% Non-Deaf Males Married in
Age Group

Number of Non-Deaf Females
Married

% Non-Deaf Females Married in
Age Group

Group and Gender124

15-19

0

0.0

0

0.0

256

0.2

3993

3.4

20-24

6

4.0

12

11.9

11536

10.7

32824

29.2

25-34

52

25.1

60

33.5

88848

55.2

109412

66.7

35-44

89

47.3

59

42.1

93968

81.8

88583

80.3

45-54

69

54.3

38

39.2

72134

85.4

62681

77.6

55-64

75

62.5

24

32.9

49191

82.8

36209

67.3

65-74

45

60.8

20

35.7

26782

75.9

14900

48.9

75-84

36

59.0

8

25.8

8228

59.6

3021

25.6

6

35.3

3

20

961

39.4

303

12.2

378

35.4

224

27.9

351,904

50.4

351,926

51.4

1,067

100.0

801

100.0

697,765

100.0

685,031

100.0

Age Group

85+
Total
Married
Population
Total
Population
over 15
years of age

Deaf males were only 22% less likely to be married than their non-deaf male
counterparts, a gap that is much wider in younger age ranges, but narrows considerably
over the age of 65. A deaf husband would have been less desirable than a hearing
husband, making it difficult to find a woman willing to marry. Deaf males married at an
older age than non-deaf males: married deaf males had a mean age of 52 compared to 45
for the non-deaf. The older deaf male married population could be due to a delay in
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marriage for economic reasons. It was common practice in this time period for men to
work for a while to amass some savings before they got married. This made them more
desirable on the marriage market, and made it easier to start a family. A deaf man might
have had to amass more of a nest egg than a non-deaf man to make himself equally
desirable on the marriage market, and therefore have to work longer. Or, deaf men might
have held lower paying jobs, or be paid less at the same job, than a non-deaf man and
would have to work longer to amass the same amount of wealth. We will examine
employment patterns in more detail later in this chapter.
Deaf females were even less likely to be married than their male counterparts.
Only 22.8% of deaf females were married, that is 6% lower than deaf males and 28.8%
lower than non-deaf females. This is very important, since non-deaf females have a
higher marriage rate than non-deaf males and so deaf females have a proportionately
much lower marriage rate. They are also older than non-deaf married females, but still
younger than married deaf males, the mean age for deaf married females being 45 and the
mean age for non-deaf married females being 40. Generally speaking, women could only
rely on their personal characteristics, domestic ability and perhaps some family money or
promise of land, to catch a man on the marriage market, and thus many deaf women
would be seen as marriage risks. If a deaf woman was marrying a deaf male, they might
both have tried to work for a while longer than non-deaf people did before getting
married and therefore have a greater combined nest egg. A slightly older deaf woman
would have had time to prove her good housekeeping skills and other social abilities to
her community while living with her family, whereas a younger deaf woman, fresh out of
school, would have had unproven abilities. Depending on how deafness developed in
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the individual, they might also have other health concerns or a “weak constitution” that
would make them even less eligible on the marriage market.
Table 4 Widowed Deaf and Non-Deaf Populations of Ontario in 1891, by age group and by

Number Deaf Males
Widowed

% Deaf Males
Widowed in Age Group

Number of Deaf
Females Widowed

% Deaf Females
Widowed in Age Group

Number Non-Deaf
Males Widowed

% Non-Deaf Males
Widowed in Age Group

Number of Non-Deaf
Females Widowed

% Non-Deaf Females
Widowed in Age Group

percentage within sex-age group125

15-19

0

0

0

0

10

0.0

47

0.0

20-24

0

0

1

1

133

0.1

415

0.4

25-34

1

0.5

2

1.1

1705

1.1

3222

2.0

35-44

1

0.5

4

2.9

3170

2.8

7013

6.4

45-54

5

3.9

10

10.3

4593

5.4

11334

14.0

55-64

13

10.8

16

21.3

5844

9.8

14313

26.6

65-74

12

16.2

22

39.3

6340

18.0

13785

45.3

75-84

14

23

19

61.3

4576

33.1

7996

67.8

9

52.9

9

60

1288

52.8

2002

80.5

56

5.2

83

10.4

27659

4.0

60127

8.8

1,068

100.0

801

100.0

697,765

100.0

685,031

100.0

Age Group

85+
total
Total
Population
over 15
years of age

Interestingly, the total rates of widowhood for deaf and non-deaf populations over
the age of 15 are very similar and have no statistically significant difference between
them. Since the rates of widowhood were the same, but the rates of marriage for deaf
people was half that of non-deaf people, any deaf person who was married was
approximately twice as likely to be widowed as their non-deaf counterpart.
It is difficult to get much concrete information out of the data for widowhood
because the sample size for the deaf is so small; too small really to determine any
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significance. We can observe, though, that the deaf and non-deaf widowed populations
follow similar age distribution for both sexes, indicating, perhaps, that deafness had little
or no bearing on when one‟s spouse might die.
The major question in the nineteenth century surrounding deaf marriage was did it
produce deaf babies? The creator of the sample set used for this study kindly marked
down when members of the list he created were members of the same family or living in
the same household. According to this list, and it is difficult to assure its completeness,
in Ontario in 1891 150 families had two or more deaf members; in these families the total
number of deaf people was 351, or 15% of the deaf population. 126 This does not
necessarily mean that deafness was caused by genetics in these families, but perhaps it
may indicate a family weakness. For example, one woman lost her hearing after a bout
of whooping cough when she was two years old, but she also had an older deaf sister, and
a number of cousins who were deaf.127 Of the 150 families, there were 40 married deaf
couples, but there might have been more who simply were not recorded as deaf on the
census, or were recorded as lodgers and so their relationship as spouses was lost. So
10.6% of all married deaf males were married to deaf women, and 17.8% of all married
deaf women were married to deaf males. 128 The majority, therefore, were married to a
non-deaf partner, but in many cases this partner was related to someone who was deaf.
For example, Annie Fraser, a popular hearing interpreter and advocate for the deaf in
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(351 deaf people in deaf families) / (2303 deaf people in Ontario) = 15.2%
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Hilda Marian Campbell, Jo-Anne Robinson, and Angela Stratiy, Deaf Women of Canada A Proud History
and Exciting Future (Edmonton: Duval House Publishing, 2002), 158.

128

(40 Deaf Married Couples) / (378 Married Deaf Men) = 10.6% ; (40 Deaf Married Couples) / (224 Married
Deaf Women) = 17.8%
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nineteenth century Toronto, had an older deaf brother, and married a deaf man, John
Byrne. 129
Only two of the 40 deaf couples also had at least one deaf child, in one case a boy,
in the other, a girl, and 10 families had one deaf parent and at least one deaf child.
Seventy-seven families had more than one child who was deaf but no parents who were
deaf, and 27 families had deaf members recorded as lodgers, and so family relations
between them have been lost, except in a few cases. That means that, according to this
list, 311 deaf people were living with an immediate deaf relative or 13.5% of the total
deaf population. 130 It is impossible to establish whether there were other deaf family
members like aunts, uncles, cousins or grandparents, so it is very difficult to know how
many people were deaf from hereditary causes. As previously indicated by the Dutch
study, illness and other accidental causes are the major variable factors in the cause of
deafness, so it can be assumed that the number of hereditary cases remained fairly
constant throughout the nineteenth century in Ontario.131
The 1891 census indicates that there were also a number of deaf individuals living
in institutions. There were eight deaf people living in the House of Providence in
Toronto, and nine others living in a nunnery in Ottawa. It appears that those living in the
nunnery in Ottawa were simply residents, and not nuns, although there was an order of
deaf nuns founded in Montreal in 1887. 132 There were also three people living in an
“institute” in the district of Wentworth North, the sub-district where the school for the
deaf was located. It is not clear whether this refers to the school, or another institution, as
129

Carbin, Deaf Heritage in Canada, 268.
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(311 deaf people living with a deaf relative) / (2303 Deaf people in Ontario) = 13.5%
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they are all in their twenties and listed as “inmate” in the occupation column. Five others
were also in various institutions, three more were “in Gaol”, one was “insane”, one a
“pauper” and three were “orphans”.
Relationship to Head of Household

The relationship to the head of the household is a good indicator of the conditions
in which the deaf lived. It can tell us how many deaf people were living independently,
and how many were still living in a family situation. When compared to the non-deaf
population, it can show just how dependent the deaf were on family help. Unfortunately,
this information does not show if married couples were also living with extended family
members, which would indicate a level of dependence.

% Sample Males <15

% Deaf Females <15

% Sample Females <15

%Deaf Males >15

%Sample Males >15

%Deaf Females >15

%Sample Females >15

%Deaf Total

%Sample Total

Head

0.0

3.4

0.0

2.2

39.8

50.7

6.1

10.7

20.6

22.1

Wife

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

25.8

41.9

9.0

13.8

Child
Other
Relative

92.8

86.9

90.8

88.8

36.0

26.0

35.5

25.4

46.4

45.9

2.8

2.6

3.3

3.3

1.0

4.0

1.0

6.1

1.4

4.3

Lodger

4.4

3.5

6.0

2.5

21.7

13.5

28.8

6.7

21.1

7.9

Other

0.0

2.8

0.0

2.3

0.0

3.0

0.0

3.7

0.0

3.1

Employee
Total
Number

0.0

0.7

0.0

0.9

1.4

2.8

2.7

5.4

1.6

3.0

250

21,218

184

20,069

1068

44,048

801

41,679

2303

127,014

Relationship to Head

% Deaf Males <15

Table 5 Relationship to Head of Household by Sex and age group for the deaf population of
Ontario, and a 5% sample of the total population of Ontario 133
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5% Sample of the Ontario 1891 population, Unpublished Data, courtesy of the 1891 Census Project,
Dr. Kris Inwood, University of Guelph; May include a few deaf people.
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Table 5 shows the percentage of each relationship type for each sex age group.
For example, 92.8 percent of deaf males under the age of 15 are the child of the head of
the household. As there are innumerable relationships that a person could have to the
head of household, for the purposes of Table 5, I have amalgamated them into 7
categories: head or no relationship to the head; wife; child (son or daughter depending on
sex); other relative (siblings, in-laws, parents, grandchildren, and other relatives, etc.);
lodger (someone paying to live in the household, not necessarily related, but could be);
other (illegible entries, people living in institutions (there were only a very few));
employee (domestic servant, apprentice, nurse, superintendent, etc.). The “Head”
designation is problematic because “Relationship to Head” column was usually left blank
to indicate a head of household in the 1891 Census, but it was also sometimes left blank
for other individuals in the household who had no relationship to the head, or for
individuals who were not related to the head but also had a stake in the household. The
majority of these people likely were the head of the household, but it is impossible to
distinguish between them. It is likely that those who were not the head of the household,
but still had no relationship to the head, were not dependent on the head of the household,
so this designation is still an indication of independence.
The data for children under the age of 15 in Table 5 is very similar for both the
deaf and the regular population for both sexes. The deaf children have a slightly higher
proportion in the “lodger” category, and the regular children have a higher percentage in
the “no relationship to the head” category, but the amounts are really too small to make
much of a difference. The differences are much more pronounced in the adult
populations.
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The differences are more apparent for the adult populations, and can be explained
by what we have already seen in the section on Marital Status. Fewer deaf people got
married, a fact which is further reinforced by the 16% fewer deaf women in the “wife”
category than in the regular population. Adults who did not get married in the late
nineteenth century had three options: live on their own; live with their parents; or board
with someone. The adult totals for head of household are not too different from each
other, 25% of deaf adults compared to 31% of the regular adult population. 39.8 percent
of adult deaf males were registered as heads, but only 35.4 percent were married, which
indicates that there were a few unmarried deaf males who were able to live on their own.
As we can see from the overrepresentation of the deaf in the “child” and “lodger”
categories, most deaf people chose to live with their parents or board with someone. 10%
more deaf adults lived with their parents than the regular population, and 15% more were
lodging with someone. It was accepted that an unmarried adult child would live at home,
but more so for women than for men. An unmarried woman who did not, or could not
work, was able to be supported at home and help out around the house. An unmarried
man living at home was likely helping to run the family farm or business, or perhaps even
out working as the only breadwinner. Staying at home was often an economic decision,
but an emotional one as well. For those deaf people who were not able to learn how to
speak, it would likely have been less stressful to live among family where a type of
communication had been established, than to go out in the world where very few people
knew this type of communication. Lodging with someone was also economical for a
single person. It was expensive to live alone, and in a lodging situation, all your meals
were provided, as was furniture. This permitted a person to be able to move easily, and
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afford to live wherever work was available. It was also a decision that more women
made. 22% more deaf women were lodgers than the regular female population,
compared to only 8% more for deaf men. This number obviously consists of many of the
deaf women who did not marry, and the 4% fewer heads of household among deaf
women. It was far easier for a man to live by himself in a city than it was for a woman
on her own. In general, deaf adults were more likely to be living with their parents or in
lodgings than the regular population of Ontario. This is also a reflection of the fact that
they were less likely to be married, or have a high paying occupation.

Occupation

There are many differences in employment rates between the deaf and the nondeaf populations in 1891 Ontario. The greatest of these is the rate of adult male
employment. 86.57% of the non-deaf adult male population was employed, compared
with only 58.99% of the deaf adult males (See Table 6). The difficulties for the deaf in
finding and keeping a job are discussed further in Chapter 3. On the other hand, the rates
of adult female employment are very similar, 12.61% for the deaf females and 13.40% of
the non-deaf females.
By examining Table 6, we can see that adult deaf males mostly held jobs in the
agricultural, general labouring and manufacturing sectors and at a slightly higher
proportion than the non-deaf males. This would be expected, as deaf boys were taught
the skills that they would need for agriculture and manufacturing jobs, such as printing
and shoemaking, at the Ontario Institution for the Deaf and Dumb. These young men
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would therefore gravitate to these types of jobs once they left the school. Deaf males
were underrepresented in professional/white collar, trade and transportation occupations,
likely because these all required much more communication with the non-deaf
population, and would therefore make these occupations much more difficult for a deaf
person to succeed at.

Table 6 Occupation Groups of the Deaf and Non-Deaf Populations Over the Age of 15 by

134

% Deaf Males

Non-Deaf Males

% Non-Deaf Males

Deaf Females

%Deaf Females

Non-Deaf Females

%Non-Deaf Females

Occupation Group
Agriculture
Other Primary
Resources
Domestic and
Personal Service
General Labourer
Manufacturing
Professional/ White
Collar
Trade
Transport
Total Working
Population as % of
Population over 15
Total Population over
15 years of age

Deaf Males

Gender and Percentage of Employed Population134

331

52.54

303881

50.31

15

14.85

5489

5.98

5

0.79

7214

1.19

1

0.99

5

0.01

25
58
160

3.97
9.21
25.40

21355
44526
125274

3.54
7.37
20.74

51
1
28

50.50
0.99
27.72

39449
426
31985

42.98
0.46
34.85

14
21
16

2.22
3.33
2.54

36895
37315
27606

6.11
6.18
4.57

4
0
1

3.96
0.00
0.99

10630
3646
162

11.58
3.97
0.18

630

58.99

604066

86.57

101

12.61

91792

13.40

1,068

100.0

697,765

100.0

801

100.0

685,031

100.0
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Trade

% of Trade

Transport

% of Transport

Deaf Male With Occupations
Total
24

2

8.0

3

5.2

9

5.6

8.3

1

4.0

7

12.1

26

16.3

25-29

20

6.0

2

8.0

6

10.3

17

10.6

30-34

30

8.9

2

8.0

5

8.6

15

9.4

35-39

33

9.8

3

12.0

5

8.6

14

8.8

40-44

42

12.5

4

16.0

9

15.5

15

9.4

45-49

27

8.0

0.0

7

12.1

18

11.3

50-54

29

8.6

2

8.0

3

5.2

14

8.8

1

55-59

27

8.0

3

12.0

4

6.9

7

4.4

3

60-64

28

8.3

1

4.0

5

8.6

11

65-69

12

3.6

3

12.0

1

1.7

6

70-74

20

6.0

0.0

1

1.7

75-79

19

5.7

0.0

1

1.7

80-84

12

3.6

1

4.0

1

1.7

85-89

1

0.3

1

4.0

0.0

90-94
Employed
Deaf
Males

1

0.3

0.0

0.0

336

100

25

100

58

100

% of Manufacturing

2.1

28

Manufacturing

7

20-24

% of General Labourer

15-19

Deaf
Male
Age
Groups

% of Deaf Male With
Occupations Total

% of Professional/White Collar

12.5

General Labourer

2

% of Domestic and Personal
Service

4.8

Domestic and Personal Service

1

35.7

% of Primary Resources

0.0
5

Primary Resources

Professional/White Collar

Table 7 Occupation Groups for Deaf Males by Age Group

3.8

0.0

2

12.5

69

11.0

0.0

2

9.5

2

12.5

49

7.8

1

7.1

4

19.0

1

6.3

58

9.2

0.0

4

19.0

1

6.3

60

9.5

3

21.4

2

9.5

2

12.5

77

12.2

0.0

1

4.8

1

6.3

54

8.6

7.1

1

4.8

3

18.8

53

8.4

21.4

1

4.8

1

6.3

46

7.3

6.9

0.0

3

14.3

1

6.3

49

7.8

3.8

0.0

1

4.8

0.0

23

3.7

6

3.8

0.0

0.0

0.0

27

4.3

1

0.6

0.0

0.0

0.0

21

3.3

7.1

0.0

0.0

15

2.4

4.8

0.0

4

0.6

0.0

0.0

1

0.2

100

630

100

0.0
1

160

1

0.6

0.0

0.0

0.0

100

14

100

1

21

100

16

Table 7 demonstrates that it took a while for deaf males to find employment. The
median age group for employed deaf males is 40-44, whereas the median age group for
deaf males is 30-34. Those with occupations in Primary Resources, which were mainly
agricultural as we have seen in Table 6, are the oldest, with the median age group being
45-49. This makes sense, as they were mostly farmers (86%), rather than farm labourers,
and it would take time to amass enough money to buy and run a farm. Occupation
categories that had a younger median age-group than the total were Manufacturing, Trade
and Transport, which all had a median age of 35-39. Occupations in these categories
require more training and communication skills than Domestic and Personal Service and
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General Labouring jobs, skills that would have been available to the younger workers
because they had had access to a formal education at the Ontario Institution for the Deaf
and Dumb. Further support for the influence of the school on occupations comes from
the fact that the majority of deaf men in the professional/white-collar category were in the
20-24 age-group (Table 7). Jobs held by the deaf in this category include professional
skilled trades such as silver engravers, electricians and engineers, as well as white-collar
jobs such as bank employees, teachers and journalists. This shows the positive influence
of a formal education on the success of the deaf.
Table 8 Top Occupations for Deaf and Non-Deaf Males over the age of 15 135
Occupation
Farmer
General Labourer
Farm Labourer
Carpenter and Joiner
Boot and Shoemaker
Servant
Painter, Varnisher and Glazier
Tailor
Blacksmith
Merchant
Expressman, Teamster, Drayman
Salesman
Total for Top Occupations
Total Employed

Deaf Males
289
58
38
30
28
13
12
11
10
6
3
1
499
630

% Deaf
Males
45.87
9.21
6.03
4.76
4.44
2.06
1.90
1.75
1.59
0.95
0.48
0.16
79.21
100.00

Non-Deaf
Males
174032
44526
38767
20033
4937
6449
5264
3777
8603
17691
6882
10886
341847
604066

%Non-Deaf
Males
28.81
7.37
6.42
3.32
0.82
1.07
0.87
0.63
1.42
2.93
1.14
1.80
56.59
100.00

It is easier to see the distribution of occupations when comparing the top
occupations for males over age 15 in Table 8. There are significantly more deaf farmers,
general labourers, shoemakers and tailors than in the non-deaf male population of
Ontario. The numbers are very comparable for servants, farm labourers, blacksmiths,
carpenters, and painters. Most of these top deaf occupations were taught at the school.
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There are far fewer deaf salesmen, expressmen and merchants, which are all top
occupations in the non-deaf male population, but as stated above, these occupations
would all require a high level of communication ability, and were therefore seen as
unsuitable for the deaf. There seems to be less variety in deaf male occupations, as
79.21% of deaf males are employed in these top occupations compared to only 56.67% of
non-deaf males.
This information is confirmed in the Canadian Mute, the newspaper for the
school for the deaf in Ontario, in the sections of the paper dedicated to informing readers
what school alumni were doing, "Robert Hanson is still working at the tailoring business
and he is making good wages.... Mutes in Brantford are Joshua A. Lloyd, a machinist in
the Massie [sic], Harris Company's works, Robert McPherson, tailor, A.E. Smith,
shoemaker, Robert Sutton, carpenter, Sarah Foulds, tailoress, Archie Smith, laborer."136
Table 9 Top Occupations for Deaf and Non-Deaf Females over age 15.137
Occupation
Servant
Farmer
Dressmaker
Seamstress
Tailoress
Housekeeper
Teacher
Textile Mill Operative
Laundress
Saleswoman
Milliner
Total for Top Occupations
Total Employed

Deaf Females
43
14
11
5
4
4
2
2
1
0
0
86
101

%Deaf Females
42.57
13.86
10.89
4.95
3.96
3.96
1.98
1.98
0.99
0.00
0.00
85.15
100.00

Non-Deaf
Females

136

Canadian Mute, Vol 1, No 1, Feb 15, 1892, 3.
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33663
5231
13566
2598
5474
1939
5950
3659
1538
2487
2246
78351
91792

%Non-Deaf
Females
36.67
5.70
14.78
2.83
5.96
2.11
6.48
3.99
1.68
2.71
2.45
85.36
100.00
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The female adult deaf population and the non-deaf adult females have very
similar employment rates, 12.6% of the deaf females being occupied, compared to 13.4%
of the non-deaf female population. The categories of domestic, general labourers and
transport are very similar, but there are fewer deaf women in the manufacturing and
white collar categories, and absolutely no deaf women in trade. Interestingly, there are
proportionately more deaf women than non-deaf in the agriculture category, an area
where women‟s labour was always seriously under-counted in Canadian censuses.
In Table 9 we can see in the top individual occupations for females over 15 there
are proportionately more deaf female servants and farmers, than non-deaf females. There
are similar proportions of housekeepers, tailoresses, seamstresses, textile mill labourers,
and laundresses for both deaf and non-deaf adult females. There are fewer deaf teachers,
dressmakers, saleswomen, and milliners, occupations that are fairly common for women
in the non-deaf population, most of them required more specific skills and being able to
hear would be an occupational asset if not a necessity.

Table 10 Occupation groups of the total Canadian deaf population compared to the
Ontario deaf population138

Primary Resources
Professional/White
Collar
Domestic and
Personal Service
Trade and Transport
Manufacturing
Total

138

Bulletin No.16, 15.

355

% of Ont
Total
47.84

Ontario‟s % of
each Occupation
category
36.86

1.86

19

2.56

65.52

15.76
2.51
17.94
100.00

135
39
194
742

18.19
5.26
26.15
100.00

55.10
100.00
69.53
47.72

Deaf Pop
Canada
963

% of Total
61.93

29
245
39
279
1555

Deaf pop
Ontario
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The numbers in Table 10 are slightly different from those in Table 6 because the
Canadian totals were given only as aggregate numbers and so the Ontario numbers had to
be rearranged and added together to reflect equivalent occupations. Please note that the
Ontario totals include all men, women and children (or under age 15) who held an
occupation. Also, general labourers are included under the “Domestic and Personal
Service” category in the 1891 Canadian Census, and trade and transport are together as
one category as are all primary resource occupations.
On a national scale, Ontario‟s deaf had a very high rate of employment. Ontario
had only one third of the Canadian deaf population, but 47.72% of all the Canadian Deaf
who were employed, lived in Ontario. Deaf people who lived in Ontario also held the
majority of all jobs in the individual occupation categories, the exception being the
Primary sector. This would be expected because the majority of jobs available in the rest
of Canada in 1891 were in the primary sector. There also would be a greater variety of
jobs available to the deaf in Ontario because it was a much more urban province and
would therefore have more openings in trade and professional occupations, allowing deaf
applicants a better chance for employment.

Geography

Another interesting aspect of this dataset was that it was divided by electoral subdistrict, revealing yet another layer of information about the deaf, their geographical
distribution throughout Ontario. There was a deaf presence in every sub-district of
Ontario, but it was not evenly distributed, as the population of Ontario was not evenly
distributed. As can be seen in Figure 3, the highest concentration of deaf people occurs
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in three areas of Ontario: Grey County (4.47%), Essex County (4.43%), and the City of
Toronto (4.34%). This does not correspond to the concentrations of the total population
of Ontario in those three areas, Grey County (3.61%), Essex County (2.63%), and the
City of Toronto (6.81%, the largest concentration of people in Ontario).139 Grey County
also had the third highest proportion of the deaf population as a concentration per
thousand of the total population of the county, at 4.12 per thousand, just behind
Middlesex and Hastings counties, with Essex coming in fourth with 3.6 per thousand.140
The deaf population is only a drop in the bucket compared to the total population of
Toronto, making up only 0.69 per thousand of the population. We can all imagine the
draw of the big city of Toronto; the possibility of any number of skilled and unskilled
jobs in many different industries, and a vibrant deaf social community located there as
well. The Toronto deaf community will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 3. What,
then, drew the deaf to Grey and Essex counties?
Table 11 Occupations held by Males and Females over age 15 by the deaf in Grey and
Essex Counties and The City of Toronto in 1891.

Primary Resources
Domestic and Personal Service
General Labourer
Manufacturing
Professional/White Collar
Trade
Transport
Non-Productive
Total

Grey County
m
f
16
1
1
5
0
2
0
2
27

0
2
0
1
0
0
0
0
3

Essex County
m
f
21
1
3
5
0
1
0
2
33

0
4
0
0
0
0
0
0
4
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Toronto City
m
f
0
0
0
2
1
0
21
5
2
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
27
7

Total
37
10
5
37
2
4
1
5
101
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Figure 3 Percentage of Deaf Population of Ontario living in each Electoral District, 1891

141

141

Map based on “Maps of Southern Ontario by Geographical Location,” Archives of Ontario,
http://www.archives.gov.on.ca/english/exhibits/maps/counties/region.htm, September 12, 2008, altered to reflect riding
boundaries according to: “History of Federal Ridings, Ridings, Ontario,” Parliament of Canada,
http://www2.parl.gc.ca/Sites/LOP/HFER/hfer.asp?Language=E&Search=Rres&ridProvince=9&submit1=Search,
September 12, 2008. See Appendix B for legend and statistics.
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It would appear that the over-concentration of deaf population in Grey and Essex
Counties could largely be due to the availability of agricultural possibilities. Farming
was the major occupation for the deaf in these two counties. These counties did, and still
do, have many opportunities for farmers. This also provided opportunities for
manufacturing occupations, such as carpenters, blacksmiths and wagon makers, which
could be producing for an agricultural market and performed in either a rural or urban
setting. These counties also had urban areas, with Owen Sound in Grey County, and
Windsor in Essex county, as well as numerous villages. Table 11 shows the deaf
participating in urban activities as well, as they held positions as druggist, general store
keeper, post office employee, tailors and dressmakers, bookbinder, miller, domestic
servants and general labourers. Slightly less than half of the occupations held by the deaf
in each county were likely to be performed in an urban setting. It was likely more than
the possibility for agricultural land that drew the deaf to these two counties.
Unfortunately, the occupations were not calculated on a sub-district level for the Ontario
totals, so it is impossible to compare the occupations of the deaf in these counties to those
of the non-deaf population who lived there.
Another possible reason for a concentration of deaf people in these counties is
that the deaf people who were born there continued to live there, and that this might have
established a precedent for friendly community feelings towards the deaf, creating
openings for more deaf people to move there and be welcome. In any case, I have not
been able to find any reference to local concentrations of deaf people in either county, so
they were obviously distributed throughout the county well enough for no one to remark
upon it. In addition, they may have been there long enough that it was not a newsworthy
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fact anymore. Again, it was likely the variety of occupations and perhaps heritage, that
drew the deaf to these counties.
Figure 4 Age distribution for Grey and Essex Counties and Toronto City compared to the
Total Deaf population of Ontario.

Grey and Essex Counties differed on the major point of marital status. The deaf
population of Grey County was 74% single, whereas the population of Essex County was
only 52% single. If we compare these numbers to the total for the Ontario deaf, of whom
68% were single, we can see that single people are overrepresented by 10% in Grey
County. This is likely because the median age group for Grey County was 30-34, the
same as the median age for the total deaf population, whereas the median age group for
Essex was 40-44. Married deaf people are overrepresented by 15% in Essex County, and
the deaf population is older. This supports the conclusion that deaf people got married
later in life. The age distribution for Grey County (see Figure 4) suggests that it was
mostly made up of children still living with their parents (28% under age 19), and young
deaf men and women looking to establish themselves (27% between the ages of 25 and
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34). Essex County‟s age distribution (Figure 4) is much more varied, but it has a clear
spike in the 40-44 age group (an almost 10% difference from the surrounding age
groups), the same age group where the total deaf population also had a major spike,
leading me to believe that Essex County may have been a centre for one of the epidemics
that caused this spike.
I will be discussing the deaf experience in Toronto in more detail in Chapter 3,
but it is interesting to note in Table 12, the greater variety of occupations available in a
larger centre. The majority of the occupations were in manufacturing, and would thus be
one of the major draws to live in the City. Also, the occupations held by more than one
person, baker, carpenter, printer, shoemaking, and clothing making, were all skills that
were taught at the Ontario Institution for the Deaf and Dumb. Undoubtedly, the skills the
students learned in school were very helpful to them in their adult lives. Toronto also had
a slightly older and more middle-aged deaf population than Grey County. Forty-six
percent of the population was between the ages of 20 and 44, prime ages for working and
finding a spouse (See Figure 4). Toronto‟s marriage rates were not quite as high as those
in Essex County, 34% for Toronto compared to 41% for Essex, but they were still 8%
higher than the provincial average. With so many deaf people concentrated in the city it
would provide more opportunity for many deaf couples to meet and marry, and either
settle in Toronto, or move out to other areas of the province to find other work and raise a
family.
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Table 12 Occupations Held by the Deaf in the City of Toronto, 1891.
Occupation Group
Professional/White Collar

Transport
Trade
Domestic and Personal Service
General Labourer
Manufacturing

Non Productive
Total

Occupation
Engraver
Silver Engraver
Stenographer
Groom
Druggist Clerk
Boardinghouse Keeper
General Servant
Labourer
Baker
Blacksmith
Carpenter
Locksmith
Plasterer
Printer
Wood Carver
Box Maker
Case Maker
Cigar Maker
Clock Maker
Shoe Maker
Heel Burnisher (Shoes)
Cutter
Seamstress
Tailor
Tailoress
Skin Dresser
Gentleman

M
1
1
0
1
1
0
0
1
2
1
2
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
0
5
1
0
0
1
0
1
1
27

F
0
0
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
2
0
1
0
0
9

Total
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
2
1
1
2
1
1
1
2
1
5
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
36

As you can see, the deaf population of Ontario in 1891 was very diverse. They
were people from all walks of life, all age groups, and all parts of the province, and the
one thing that they had in common was the fact that their hearing was impaired. The deaf
had a different age distribution than the non-deaf because deafness can occur at any time
in life, and especially as a result of an epidemic. The deaf were also more susceptible to
being blind or unsound of mind than the non-deaf population because many causes of
deafness result in a multitude of infirmities. The Canadian deaf population was shown to
be mostly Canadian born, or of British origin; Catholics were over-represented; and the
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total Canadian deaf population was less literate than the total Canadian population in
1891. The deaf were less likely to get married than the non-deaf, and so deaf adults were
more dependant on family than the non-deaf adults. Deaf adults were also less employed
than non-deaf adults and their occupations were concentrated in agriculture and
manufacturing, occupations that required less communication with the non-deaf. The deaf
also had a very interesting geographical distribution across Ontario, with concentrations
in Grey and Essex Counties and in the City of Toronto. Despite some obvious
differences and disadvantages, the deaf lived very much as did the non-deaf. The alarmist
fears of Alexander Graham Bell and others were not justified. Chapter 3 will build on the
statistics presented here, and show the human side of the conclusions made in this
chapter.
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Chapter 3
The Deaf in Canadian Society
This chapter will examine the lived experience of the deaf in late nineteenth
century Ontario by examining documents created by and about the deaf. This will start to
address the gap Catherine Kudlick identified in the literature on disability, the lived
experience of the disabled. 142 In Chapter One, we saw that the majority of literature about
the deaf in the late nineteenth century focused on the debate between manual and oral
teaching methods. As this present study is based on a snapshot in time (1891), it is
impossible to substantiate the effect of oralism on the lives of the deaf in Ontario.
Oralism did not become the policy at the Ontario Institution for the Deaf and Dumb until
after the turn of the century. The first half of this chapter will, instead, concentrate on the
types of education the deaf received until the 1891 Canadian Census, and how that
affected the direction in which their lives progressed. The second half of this chapter will
examine how the education the deaf received at the school positively affected their way
of life and led to the formation of lasting organizations created by the deaf themselves.
The late nineteenth century, and the 1890s specifically, appears to have been a
formative time for the deaf in Ontario, with lasting positive results. In using a
combination of manual and oral teaching methods the provincial school was able to
address the linguistic abilities and needs of the individual child. 143 From these
encouraging beginnings at the school, emerged a young, educated deaf workforce.
Literary societies, debating clubs, Bible studies, and associations were organized by the
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deaf so that they could build upon the education they had received at the Ontario
Institution for the Deaf and Dumb, and to maintain connections with other deaf people.
Some social organizations created by the deaf in this time period, like the Ontario
Association for the Deaf, still exist today. By putting faces to the numbers analyzed in
Chapter 2, we can expand the examination of the lived experience of the deaf in late
nineteenth century Ontario.
In Canada, we have recently focused on the results of abuse that happened in
residential schools for aboriginal Canadians throughout the nineteenth and twentieth
centuries. Two of the underlying causes of these abuses were problems of
communication and feelings of superiority held by the administration and staff over the
students. This could easily have been the case with the school for the deaf, as many
members of the public regarded deaf people as unintelligent, or as one woman put it, “a
mild kind of idiots.”144 Luckily for the children at the Ontario Institution for the Deaf
and Dumb in Belleville, Ontario, they were held in much higher regard by the staff and
faculty of the school, many of whom were deaf themselves. Superintendent Robert
Mathison, who was in charge of the school from 1879-1906, made a point of hiring deaf
teachers and staff, creating an environment where deaf people were the rule and hearing
people were the exception. 145 This allowed the students to put aside feelings of
difference, and concentrate on learning. For many of the students, it was their first time
meeting other deaf people, and to have such good role models readily available in their
deaf instructors and care-givers, made them see what a deaf person could accomplish. In
144
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the school, the deaf people were no longer “the other” that was discussed in Chapter 1.
They were the norm for the first time in their lives.
Richard Slater explained the role of the school for the deaf in the lives of the deaf
in his address to the 7th Biennial Convention of the Ontario Deaf-Mute Association in
1900. “To them [deaf adults] the old school in which they were taught was much more
than the schools of hearing children are to them. To the deaf the old school is the true
home of their minds, where their understanding was first born into light and freedom.” 146
The opportunity to obtain a formal education and learn a method of communication gave
the deaf of Ontario the ability to become active members of society.
As with many disabilities, deafness was not evenly distributed throughout the
population. This is aptly illustrated by the map of the geographical distribution of the
deaf in Ontario in Figure 3 in Chapter 2. Many of the general hearing population might
never have a personal encounter with a deaf person, and so had only public opinion,
newspaper accounts and social conventions on which to base their impression of the
Deaf. Deaf people were part of the “other”, and all of the stigma that goes with that, that
was discussed by the authors reviewed in Chapter 1. One deaf young man said, “The
hearing people are not sneering at us. They are kindly disposed towards us, and only the
rag-tag and bob-tail class call us „Dummies.‟ What harm is done? We are smilingly
tolerant of ignorance.” 147 The harm that was done was that this ignorance led the average
person to underestimate what the deaf were capable of, making it very difficult for the
deaf to obtain the jobs and the recognition that they deserved. Even if people were
“kindly disposed” to the deaf, it did not necessarily mean that they believed that the deaf
146
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were their equals. As one young deaf woman reported to the Canadian Mute, her
patients at the hospital where she worked, “all assure me they had always regarded the
mutes as a mild kind of idiots.”148 She said that her patients were happy to discover
otherwise and to learn about the school and read the copies of the Canadian Mute, a
newspaper published at the Ontario Institution, that the young woman brought in to them.
The main problem was the issue of communication. As a character in Itani‟s novel
Deafening comments about the main character before she has been sent to school, “She
may have a sweet little voice, but no one except her family can understand a word she
says.”149 When education for the youth of Ontario became an important issue in the late
nineteenth century, in order to provide a reliable workforce for the growing nation, there
were those who saw through the prejudices against the deaf and the blind and deemed it
important that they be educated as well.
In the early days of Ontario, parents of deaf children had few options for
educating their children. If they were wealthy enough, they could send their child to a
school in the United States or hire a private tutor for their child. 150 If they did not have
the funds, they could tutor the child themselves or convince the local school-teacher to
have the child in their class where they might learn a little. More often than not, deaf
children in these circumstances received very little instruction. Mr. John McGann, a
hearing teacher, opened the first school for the deaf in June 1858 in a spare classroom in
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151

Toronto.

The demand for the school was impressive: in the first four months,

enrollment grew from 4 to 19 pupils, and continued to grow.152 The school moved
numerous times, including a move in 1864 to the city of Hamilton, in an effort to
accommodate the increasing numbers of pupils. 153 The opening of the school in Toronto
in 1858 corresponds with the time period that the increase in deaf population of the 40-44
age-group in the 1891 census would have been of school age (See Chapter 2, Figure 1).
The greater number of deaf children in the city was likely what created the demand that
got the school started. McGann did not advocate the use of sign language to teach his
students; instead he used speechreading, the two-handed British method of fingerspelling, and written English. 154 Throughout this time, McGann constantly petitioned,
first to Upper Canada, and later to the Ontario Legislatures for a permanent provincial
institution, but only ever received annual legislative grants-in-aid for amounts ranging
from $950 to $3000.155 Some county councils contributed to the support of pupils from
their county, but many pupils still had to pay tuition in order to attend, making the school
out of reach for some families. McGann wrote a small book entitled First Book of
Lessons: Home Education for the Deaf and Dumb in 1863 for those deaf students
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attending local schools or learning at home.

156

Finally, in 1866, Rev Dr. Egerton

Ryerson, the superintendent for education in Upper Canada, was asked to travel to
schools for the deaf and the blind in the United States and Europe and study the methods
they used to teach these children. Under Ryerson‟s recommendation, money was soon
allotted for the building and running of a new institution in Belleville, Ontario.157 The
Ontario Institution for the Education and Instruction of the Deaf and Dumb finally
opened its doors in October of 1870.
Dr. Wesley Palmer was the first superintendent of the Ontario Institution. He was
a hearing American who had plenty of experience in the education of the deaf. Palmer
introduced the manual method of instruction to Ontario, taught the American one-handed
alphabet, introduced sign language into the classroom, and hired the first deaf teacher,
Samuel Greene.158 Unfortunately, Palmer was asked to leave in 1879 due to a drinking
problem. 159 The next superintendent, and the one most important to the time-period of
this study, was Robert Mathison, who remained at the school from 1879 until 1906. 160
Robert Mathison had been a part of Ontario‟s newspaper business in his early
years of employment, and subsequently became involved in the province‟s Institutions. 161
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At this time, the Ontario Institute for the Deaf and Dumb was also under the jurisdiction
of the Ontario Department of Prisons and Asylums, and so it was through this that
Mathison, a hearing man with no experience with the deaf or in educating children, came
to be superintendent of the Institution. To the great benefit of all of the deaf in Ontario at
this time, Mathison considered his position to be one of great responsibility. He took a
personal interest in each child and made daily visits to the classrooms. He soon became
the greatest defender of the combined method of deaf education, which gained him the
respect of the deaf community internationally. 162 His other major project, in conjunction
with the Ontario Deaf-Mute Association, was to have the school transferred from the
Department of Prisons and Asylums, to the Department of Education, where it belonged.
This was a major accomplishment for the deaf of Ontario and was finally realized in
1904.163 He also worked to gain more time in school for his pupils so that they could have
the best possible start in life. In the first edition of the Canadian Mute, he called for the
extension of the schooling time and the addition of another, more advanced class. “At
present we are confined to a seven-year limit, which is manifestly insufficient for the
completion of such an education as the deaf students are entitled to.”164 The transfer to
the Department of Education necessitated a change in curriculum, and the school was
eventually brought up to the standards of the Ontario Public Schools. By the end of the
1913-1914 school year, eight girls became the first in the school‟s history to pass the
Ontario High School Entrance Examinations. 165 These changes all helped the public
perception of the deaf, showing the hearing world that deaf children were capable of the
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same things as hearing children were. It also put deaf children under the jurisdiction of a
progressive government department that actually cared what kind of an education they
received.
Mathison also championed the cause to change the name of the school from the
Ontario Institution for the Education and Instruction of the Deaf and Dumb, to the
Ontario School for the Deaf. It is not just today‟s authors who know that the words used
to describe something affect the public‟s attitude towards it. The late nineteenth century
deaf and their supporters were well aware of the power of words. An editorial in the April
15, 1892 edition of the Canadian Mute noted how many educators of the deaf were
“break[ing] away from old and absurd habits of nomenclature and follow[ing] more
modern and more sensible methods.”166 The author of this article argues that the use of
words like “institution” and “deaf and dumb” were obsolete and came from a time “when
the deaf were regarded with much less respect than now.”167 He states that, “Hereafter,
we shall speak of this school as the „Ontario School for the Deaf.‟” 168 The school‟s name
was not officially changed until 1913, more than twenty years after this call to arms, and
seven years after Mathison had left the institution. 169
Mathison was able to fight for the benefit of his students in many things, but
Clifton Carbin shows how he lost the battle over the use of the teaching method known as
oralism. It is unclear as to how “combined” the teaching was at the school, as Mathison‟s
administration was investigated by the Department of Education over the insufficient
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number of oral classes at the school.

170

Carbin argues that this investigation resulted in

Mathison‟s resignation in 1906.171 Carbin says that Mathison could see that the
government was moving towards using only oralist teaching methods and that he would
not be able to stop it. With Mathison out of the way, the oral system was introduced to
the school in January 1907 and became school policy by 1912, with sign language, and
deaf teachers, being officially banned from the classroom in 1931.172 Proving that the
deaf were capable of achieving the same level of education as hearing students led
parents and government officials to want the newest and seemingly “best” education
system, one that did not allow the „lazy reliance on sign language‟, but taught the student
how to speak, to prove their intelligence to the hearing world, and to be integrated into
the hearing world.
Samuel Greene was another very important contributor to the education and
quality of life for the deaf in Ontario. He was a very well-respected deaf teacher and
lecturer, and took an active part in creating a social network for the deaf in Ontario. He
was very well educated, being a member of the second graduating class at the new
National College for the Deaf in the United States (now Gallaudet College) in 1870, and
was the first hearing-impaired teacher at the Ontario Institute for the Deaf and Dumb
when it opened in the Fall of 1870.173 He insisted on teaching all of the new pupils, no
matter what age they were when they entered the school, so that they would begin their
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education with a strong foundation.
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School inspectors exclaimed over his good results

and attributed it entirely to his good teaching, describing him as “quick, lively and
energetic and a first class teacher.” 175 His fluid and expressive manner of signing had a
great impact on any audience, deaf or hearing, showing them that signing could be
beautiful. He began signing hymns with the children, a practice that many carried on into
their lives after they graduated. In Toronto, this led to the creation of the Silent
Songsters, a chorus of deaf females who performed very popular concerts of signed
hymns from 1890 and into the first decade of the 1900s. 176 He was also the moving
force behind the creation of the Ontario Association of the Deaf and was its first
president until his tragic death from an ice-boating accident in February of 1890. Being
the instructor for all new students meant that Greene taught and influenced every single
child that came to the Ontario Institute for the Deaf and Dumb from the time it opened in
1870 until his death in 1890. He was only the first of many deaf educators and staff at
the school. By 1891 there had been fourteen other deaf teachers, and in 1891 there were
eight on staff. I am sure that having such intelligent and inspiring teachers as examples
of the capabilities of the deaf directly led to the success of their pupils, both in the school,
and out in the world.
One of the continuing difficulties the school had was in ensuring that every deaf
child in Ontario had a chance for an education. In the late nineteenth century, schooling,
in general, was not always a priority in many households. By the time of the 1891
Canadian Census, it was legally mandated that all children attend school from the ages of
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7 to 12, but this was not always enforced. Parents kept their children home to help with
household or farm work, or to look after the family if a parent was sick. It made far more
sense to most people to keep an older child home from school than to pay someone to do
the same work. As with regular schools, there were many such cases at the school for the
Deaf: “[The] latest arrivals are two brothers, both [older] lads. It would have been better,
for at [least] one of them if they had been sent to school [long] ago, „but necessity knows
no law‟: they [could] not be spared from home.” 177 If there was a family crisis, parents
thought nothing of sending for their child from the School for the Deaf to come home and
help. This became a significant problem, because it disrupted the child‟s learning and
put them far behind the others in their class. In addition, the child might return to the
School carrying illnesses that would cause an epidemic at the school. 178 Mathison
eventually decided that if a student left the School during term, they could not return
again until the next school year began the following Fall. This also meant that the
students were not allowed home for Christmas holidays, which was understandably an
unpopular move, but family and friends were encouraged to visit the school at any time,
and asked to send Christmas gifts to their children. 179
The other difficulty was in locating the deaf children who would benefit by
coming to the school. Due to the nature of deafness, a parent of a deaf child might never
have encountered another deaf person in their lifetime, and would not necessarily know
that there was a School for the Deaf available for their child, free of charge, operated by
the Ontario government. In other cases, the deaf child might be perceived as sickly and
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the family would not think they were healthy enough to go away to school, for fear it
might be too much for them. It would be a very big decision to send a protected young
child of 6 or 7 years old, away to school among strangers, when you knew you would not
see them again for nine months. The decision was made more difficult by the fact that
the child would return after those nine months, not having learned to speak English and
fit into society, but having learned a new “sign” language, which the family did not
know, and which was a visible reminder of their infirmity. As Mathison said, it was still
important to educate a deaf child. He felt that, “The condition of an uneducated deaf
mute is more deplorable than that of any other human being.” 180 If the parents waited too
long to make the decision, it was sometimes too late, and worries over mental acuity
became a self-fulfilling prophesy “There is in this section [Western Ontario] a deaf-mute
girl, about 22 years old, who is uneducated and who seems to be half crazy. She is too
old to go to school now.”181 Deaf people needed a formal education almost more than the
hearing because they needed to learn a common form of communication that they would
not be able to learn anywhere else. Sending a child off to boarding school was
understandably a very hard decision for parents to make. This reluctance, plus the lack of
knowledge about the availability of a deaf school undoubtedly contributed to the fact that
only approximately 78 percent of the deaf population between the ages of 6 and 35 had
ever attended the school, leaving 22 percent of this age group basically uneducated, even
though the opportunity had been there.182
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According to the first page of every issue of the Canadian Mute, the Ontario
Institution for the Deaf and Dumb admitted “all deaf mutes between the ages of seven
and twenty, not being deficient in intellect, and free from contagious diseases, who are
bona fide residents of the Province of Ontario.”183 Tuition and books and health care
were free, but for those families who could afford it, room and board was $50 for the
year, free for those who couldn‟t afford it, and all students had to supply their own
clothing.
The goal of the school was to give the students training in skills that they could
put to good use in their life after they left school, and the school seems to have done a
very good job, judging by the occupation statistics in Chapter 2. They were not
necessarily training the students for a specific career, but to give them the skills to
quickly learn the specific tasks required in any job they obtained. Rather than turning out
experts, schools for the deaf “… try to turn out boys who can use their eyes and muscles
with freedom and precision and who can use the command they have gained over
themselves to do well any kind of work that they may find to do.” 184 Transferable skills
to use in any manufacturing setting were more important than mastering any particular
technique. For instance, many graduates of the shoemaking class at the Ontario Institute
actually went on to work in the harness and saddle-making business because of the
training they received in working with leather, while many more went into general
factory work.185
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Boys were taught printing, carpentry and shoemaking, all trades that they could
readily find work in when they left the school, or which would provide the basic skills
needed for similar occupations. Printing was seen as a very good trade for the deaf “The
graduates of the printing office in any of our schools are almost without exception doing
well and earning good wages …if properly managed, the printing class is of all the
classes in the school, the one where the pupils get a wide acquaintance with the common
forms of speech, and where they can learn to correct their mistakes in idiom.” 186 Girls
were taught “general domestic work, Tailoring, Dressmaking, Sewing, Knitting, the use
of the Sewing machine, and such ornamental and fancy work as may be desirable,” all of
which would prepare a girl to run her own household, find a job in domestic service, or
find employment in the clothing industry. 187 As shown in Chapter 2 Tables 8 and 9,
these are all trades that the adult deaf participated in. The dataset shows that seven deaf
men worked in the printing industry in Ontario, 42 in carpentry, 30 in shoemaking. This
information does not even take into account those men educated at the school who found
work in these fields outside the province.
The dataset also shows that over half of jobs held by deaf women were in
domestic service, 62 servants, four housekeepers, and 1 laundress, and women also
worked in the clothing industry, with 11 dressmakers, 4 tailoresses, and 5 seamstresses.
While the printing industry was listed as lessons for boys at the school and at the time of
the 1891 census no deaf women held jobs in the printing industry in Ontario, girls also
worked in the school‟s printing office. The Canadian Mute in its first issue noted that,
“Three boys and two girls commenced work in the printing office … They had to learn
186
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the case, the names of the various articles in use and to set type. About three fourths of
the composition of this paper is their work, and we think it is very creditable to them.”188
It appears that both boys and girls learned how to set type. It is unclear how many girls
continued to learn the practical side of printing, but there was always at least one girl
involved in the preparation of the Canadian Mute because there is a section of school
gossip in every issue called the “Pupil‟s Locals”, and “The Girls‟ Side” which was
always written by a girl.
As well as learning these trades and their academic lessons, the students
performed chores around the school to help with the running of their home and at the
same time learned some practical lessons for living. The students, who learned to
perform the tasks from the few paid staff, did the majority of the labour at the school.
The school ran a farm, which provided most of the food for the school, but also provided
an opportunity to learn farming. It was quite a large farm, as 86 acres of land were
purchased for the school, with more being added over the years until it was more than
180 acres in the 1950s, and only a small portion of that was used for the school buildings
and play yards.189 The farm was almost entirely run by the work of the boys in the
agricultural program, who performed farm chores before and after school and helped with
large grounds-keeping projects and winter snow removal. Many of these boys were from
farming backgrounds and, as we have seen in Chapter 2, Table 6, many returned to
farming after school, where 52% of the occupations held by adult deaf males were in
agriculture. The baking for the school was another task that was performed using male
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student labour under the instruction of a Master Baker. In the dataset, it was recorded
that five deaf men were working as bakers in Ontario. Some of the boys were also
members of the school‟s fire brigade. Chores for the female students involved the usual
cooking and cleaning. They also cooked and washed dishes for meals and washed,
ironed and mended all the school linens and all of the student‟s clothes.
Despite the best efforts of the school to create a good environment, there were
always a few students who balked at being in the school “One of our female pupils did
not appear to appreciate the advantages she enjoyed here. Her conduct being detrimental
to good order and necessary discipline, she suddenly found herself and belongings on the
way home. „None are so blind as those who will not see,‟ and we fear before many years
are passed that she will rue her conduct, and bitterly regret her past foolishness.” 190
School life was not all work; there was plenty of time for the children to play as
well. The children went sleighing and skating, and the boys raced ice-boats on the frozen
bay in front of the school in the winter. The boys also had a hockey team in the winter,
and competed against the boy‟s team from the city of Belleville “Our boys played a
hockey match with the city boys in the rink at Belleville, … but the speakers won the
game by a score of 2 to 0.”191 In the spring and fall, a swing was erected, rowing in the
bay was allowed, and the boys start football practice.192 The boy‟s football team was
very good, and they played games against teams of hearing boys “we can down them so
effectively at football.” 193 Imagine the boost to all the children‟s self-esteem to know
that their team of deaf boys could compete against the hearing boys from town, and win!
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There were also little parties and evening entertainments occasionally in the boys‟ and
girls‟ respective common rooms. The girls had an Easter party “On the 26 th ult. [March],
the party was held; it began at 7:30 and broke up at 10 o‟clock. We had a glorious time
and each of us got a bag of refreshments.” 194 The boys also had their share of
entertainment “Mr Douglas showed us some pretty views with a magic lantern on the
evening of the 17th., and we enjoyed the scenes.” 195 The reporters for the “Pupils Local”
section of the Canadian Mute took great pride in reporting all the social events and bits of
school gossip.
The Canadian Mute was the newspaper published twice-monthly by students in
the school's printing workshop starting in February 15, 1892, and was published in
various formats until its last issue in Spring 1991.196 The mission of the paper was:
"First- That a number of our pupils may learn type-setting, and from the
knowledge obtained be able to earn a livelihood after they leave school.
"Second - To furnish interesting matter for and encourage a habit of reading
among our pupils and deaf-mute subscribers.
"Third - To be a medium of communication between the school and parents,
and friends of pupils now in the Institution, the hundreds who were pupils at
some time or other in the past, and all who are interested in the education
and instruction of the deaf of our land.
“.... Personalities calculated to wound the feelings of any one will not be
admitted - if we know it."197
It was a member of the “Little Paper Family,” the name for the publications produced by
deaf residential schools to teach the printing trade.198 This “Family” was quite extensive,
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as most schools for the deaf in North America taught printing and published a paper at
one time or another. The Canadian Mute was a means of disseminating news affecting
the deaf in North-America to the deaf community in Ontario, especially to alumni and the
parents of the students.
The newspaper was an interesting mix of melodramatic Victorian inspirational
stories, deaf news from other institutions in North America, news of parliamentary
debates and legislation affecting the deaf, and social news of the events in the deaf
communities across Ontario, as well as updates by the staff and students of the school. It
was a way for alumni to keep track of all the important events in their former classmates‟
lives, and keep up their reading skills. It was often a lifeline for those who had to move
far away to find work. As one former student who wrote from Oregon found, “It was a
great pleasure to me to get the Canadian Mute. The copy you sent me contained much
that was real news to me, and I recognized the names of many old friends and fellow
pupils.”199 Another young man wrote: “the talks of pupils in the paper make it like
visiting with old friends.” 200 The Canadian Mute served a vital need in creating and
maintaining a social network of the deaf across Ontario, and across North America as
well.
Another vital link in the deaf social network was the Ontario Deaf-Mute
Association. The Ontario Deaf-Mute Association (changed to the Ontario Association of
the Deaf in 1910) was founded in 1886 by two deaf teachers at the Ontario Institution,
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Samuel Greene and William Nurse.
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Clifton Carbin points out that the OAD is the

oldest provincial association of the deaf, and the most active. 202 It was initially proposed
as a way to fight the isolation that many deaf people felt when they left school and no
longer had other deaf people living nearby. 203 Lacking others with whom to readily
communicate, many deaf people could lose the language skills they had learned at school,
further isolating themselves, and impeding their success in the hearing world. The
ODMA conventions were a way to interact with other deaf people, network about jobs,
meet other deaf people in one‟s neighborhood, and perhaps even meet one‟s future
spouse. In other words, this organization was a way to create a province-wide deaf
community. It was also a time to learn about issues, both locally and internationally, that
affected the deaf. While initially more of a social occasion, the ODMA conventions,
which occurred every other year, gradually became a place where the deaf could come
together and advocate for issues affecting their community. One of their early successes
was working with Superintendent Mathison in lobbying to have the Ontario Institution
transferred to the Department of Education. 204 This was a major part of their ongoing
efforts to change the public‟s perception about the deaf. They also advocated on issues
surrounding “unemployment among deaf people; the problem of deaf peddlers and
imposters; the needs of the poor and elderly deaf people; discrimination involving
insurance; the rights of deaf drivers; the educational dangers inherent in the spread of
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oralism; and the dwindling number of deaf teachers being employed at the Belleville
school.”205
The minutes for the meetings and little gossipy bits of information about the event
were printed in a special issue of the Canadian Mute until 1941, when the OAD began
printing their own The OAD News.206 An example of what took place at these meetings
can be seen in the report on the 1894 Convention, which was published in the July 2,
1894 issue of the Canadian Mute. The convention was held at the Ontario Institution for
the Deaf and Dumb in Belleville, and began on the evening of Saturday, June 16 th,
religious and social events taking place on the Sunday, and the major lecture portion of
the convention taking place on Monday and Tuesday. 207 The convention was a family
affair: “many of the members were accompanied by their wives, who in several instances
were like themselves revisiting their Alma Mater and with great pride presented their
children to their former schoolmates and teachers.” 208 The lecturers at the Conventions,
almost all of whom were deaf, mostly promoted the status quo ideas of Christian morality
and temperance. They supported how one should live a good and moral life after having
left school. Those lecturing on “The Relations between Employer and Employee”
advocated that the deaf employee accept that they might get lower wages initially
because their abilities would soon be rewarded with higher wages if they performed their
job well; to not strike when their wages were reduced; maintain a good relationship and
obedience to their employer; and never taste the “soul destroying cup”. 209 Another
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lecturer encouraged the deaf to continue studying at home after they had left school to
improve their reading skills and cultivate their taste for reading, to “open the mind to see
and understand many things in the world that never enter the uneducated mind.” 210 There
were also lectures on “Thrift and Independence” where living an economical and
industrious life was advocated. There were discussions on the missions to the deaf in
Ireland, and on how to raise children to be good moral citizens. Mr. Balis, a deaf teacher
at the school, presented a paper on “Bars to Social Success.” He said that because the
deaf are “more marked in a community,” that they should always be careful to live an
honest and respectable life so that their actions did not bar them from social success. 211
He also warned against idle gossip and drinking. Interestingly, he advocated that the deaf
marry other deaf people to “remove another [social] bar.” 212 He said, “let the men choose
wives who are beautiful to themselves, even though they may not have a pretty face, let
them trust each other fully and build up a happy sociable home.”213 The convention was
definitely promoting the strategy, advocated by the elite or more successful deaf, to live
as good a life as possible so that the hearing community had nothing to fault the deaf for,
thereby raising the status of the deaf in public perception.
One of the major issues for the deaf in the late nineteenth century, that definitely
hurt their image, was the very real problem of poverty. For the majority of deaf adults,
jobs were often difficult to get, difficult to keep, and tended to be low-paying. It could be
that poverty was more of a generational issue, a result of not having access to an
education, but it is very hard to tell whether this is the case or not. Table 6 of Chapter 2
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shows that only 2.2 percent of deaf men held jobs in the Professional/White Collar
category, compared to 6.1 percent of the hearing population. These were jobs that
required more skill and likely would have had higher wages, but they also required very
good oral communication skills. More and more young deaf men were getting jobs in this
category due to their education at the Institution. Table 7 in Chapter 2 shows that 35% of
the deaf men with Professional/White Collar jobs were in the 20-24 age group. This table
also shows that jobs in Manufacturing, Trade and Transport were mostly held by younger
deaf men as well. The education they received at the Ontario Institution also allowed a
few good students to go on to higher education in the United States at the National
College for the Deaf (now Gallaudet College). It is difficult to determine how many
students from the Ontario Institution went to Gallaudet College because Carbin only lists
the first students, but at least two young men and two young women attended and
received degrees, between 1888 and 1903.214 While an education certainly allowed many
of the younger deaf men to diversify away from agricultural and general labouring jobs,
most of the deaf were still mainly kept in lower skilled, lower paying jobs in these sectors
due to difficulties of communication.
Many deaf people were also more prone to illness if the disease that had initially
made them deaf had weakened them, and so might not be able to work for a lengthy
period of time. They might also be more prone to being injured in an accident, as they
could not be warned as quickly as a hearing person if something went wrong. If
circumstances changed suddenly, due to job loss, or illness, or the death of the
breadwinner, a deaf individual or family might take longer to recover, and might have
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less opportunity, due to poor wages, to have accumulated any savings to deal with the
changes in circumstance. Widowhood was twice as likely in the married deaf population
as it was in the married hearing population (See Chapter 2 Table 4), and poverty often
accompanies the loss of a spouse, especially if that spouse was the main breadwinner.
One young man wrote in to the Canadian Mute to say how he was doing and reported
that “my dear mother passed away last Fall, and I was left homeless and to my own
guidance; but thank God, I was taught how to live while at school, and I endeavour to
keep in mind all the good examples set by my teachers.” 215 Luckily for him, he had a
steady job and no family to support. He did not “get very big wages, but enough to keep
myself in respectability and save half of it.”216
Despite the best efforts of the school to train their pupils in a trade, many of the
students found it difficult to find and keep a job once they had left the school. Some had
difficulties convincing an employer that they could do the job required: "Mr. William J.
Rose left Berlin last Tuesday and went to Brantford to secure a job there. He was not
successful for a time, and had trouble with the foreman." 217 Due to this fact, deaf
workers often had to go where the jobs were, even if it meant leaving their family behind:
"Mr. Emil Gottlieb got another job as an ironer, and he went to Berlin again ... His wife
and child are in Brantford still."218 Some went down to the United States and there is
even a letter in the Canadian Mute from an alumni of the school who had made it out to
Oregon and was working for a newspaper out there. 219 Once an employer had hired one
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deaf worker, they seemed more inclined to hire more, and word got around "We are
pleased to state that Thos. Bradshaw has secured a situation in the Massey Works here
[Toronto]. There are two other mutes there - H. Mason and W.J. Terrell."220 The deaf
were greatly affected by lay-offs during small recessions "At present there are a number
of unemployed mutes in this city [Toronto] on account of the dull times, but we trust
before long all will be enabled to find employment."221
Not all deaf workers were so unfortunate in finding work, as we can see from
Table 6 in Chapter 2. Many, however, were able to open their own businesses. The
ability to be flexible and diverse in one‟s endeavours, as taught at the school, came in
very handy for some “Our old friend Bamber Brown is now Postmaster of Trinity, in the
county of Wentworth, and carries on in connection with the Post office a shoemaking
business. He is also caretaker of the school house, and a regular Pooh-Bah of the
place.”222 Mr. Brown was obviously very successful in integrating into his community
and earning their respect, keys to the success of any person during this time period, but
doubly important to deaf members of the community. This respect was what the deaf
community was seeking, and it affected every part of a deaf person‟s life, not just job
prospects.
Finding an appropriate spouse is a difficult thing for a hearing person, but add to
that the social isolation of being deaf, not being able to communicate with everyone, and
perhaps not being seen as proper marriage material, it became much more difficult for the
deaf to marry. As seen in Chapter 2 Table 3, this category is where the deaf differ the
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most from the hearing population. Fewer deaf people got married than the hearing
population, and those that did waited until later in life than the hearing population to get
married. The deaf did marry though, as one young woman remarked, “By the number of
weddings in the deaf-mute circle, it would seem the majority of the mutes were trying to
get ahead of Lent.”223 Many of the married deaf in Ontario, like Flora MacGregor and
Noah LaBelle, met at the Ontario Institution for the Deaf and Dumb in Belleville. Even
if they might not have met directly at the school, contacts created in the deaf community
through the school could lead to a marriage. The Ottawa Correspondent for the
Canadian Mute writes of “one of our [Ottawa deaf community] popular young printers is
reported to be going westward for a better half, who is a graduate of the Belleville School
and a classmate of mine.”224 Not all of the deaf married other deaf people either. At the
1894 convention of the ODMA it was reported that “A number of the deaf gentlemen
have married hearing ladies, and all seem happy.” 225 In many cases, those hearing people
who married deaf people had some relationship to a deaf person, or had prior interactions
with deaf people. Dr. D.W. McDermid, the hearing principal of the Ontario Institution
for the Deaf and Dumb from 1877-1885, married Mary Ettie Lorenzen, a young deaf
woman who had attended the school and was appointed in 1880 as an assistant teacher at
the school. 226 As well as the ODMA conventions, most regional deaf populations had
created social organizations, most often in conjunction with the Ontario Mission for the
Deaf bible classes (which will be discussed later), so that the deaf community met with
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each other on a regular basis, and there was much visiting between young people. These
too would provide opportunities to meet other young people in different communities and
perhaps find a spouse. From this description of a party in Berlin (now Kitchener, ON)
one could imagine connections happening “There was an oyster party given at Mr. and
Mrs. Henry Gottlieb‟s home, in honor of Mr. William J. Rose‟s birthday on March 11 th.
All the mutes attended the party, ... Miss Eva Zingg of Hanover, and Miss Ethel Davis,
our Bible class teacher, were there too, and enjoyed it very much. … Miss Eva Zingg
will likely stay in Berlin until Good Friday, and attend the Bible Class every Sunday.” 227
With extended visits, parties and Bible classes, there were plenty of chances to meet and
socialize with other deaf people. The problem, of course, existed for those who were deaf
living in areas without a deaf community, and thus having less opportunity to meet other
deaf people. However, despite such obstacles, connections could be made. One former
pupil, while working on the railroad, was told of a deaf woman living in the area: “A few
months ago, when working on the GTR double track, he was told there was a deaf-mute
woman living near. He called on her, became interested, fell in love, and married her.
Now he is happy, although she is older than he.”228 That woman would have been
registered as single on the 1891 census, and probably would have remained so if it were
not for that chance encounter.
The city of Toronto had the highest concentration of deaf people of any city in
Ontario in 1891, and the largest concentration of deaf people in any single electoral
district, and so became central to activities in the Ontario deaf community (see Chapter 2,
Figure 3). Toronto, as the largest city in Ontario, would naturally attract a greater
227
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proportion of deaf people interested in the greater availability and variety of employment
(see Chapter 2, Table 9). The deaf in Toronto created a vibrant community for
themselves. This community included sign language religious services at the YMCA,
literary and debating societies, and various other social events. They also tried to include
the hearing population of Toronto in their activities, to teach them about deafness and
sign language by giving lectures to various groups, or through demonstrations of signed
hymns as has been mentioned before about Samuel Greene and the Silent Songsters.
They also offered a general invitation in the Globe and Mail to the people of Toronto to
attend the sign language religious services at the YMCA to "learn to appreciate by sitting
through one of these silent services the isolation that a deaf mute must feel in the midst of
a noisy and gossiping throng."229 The Toronto Correspondent to the Canadian Mute gives
an account of the Annual Tea Social given on the 5th of February 1894, and says that
"There could scarcely have been less than 100 who sat down to tea, there being a great
many hearing friends present."230 The deaf community acted in much the same way that
groups of immigrants who are of the same ethnicity do when they come to a new land.
Bound together by a common language, they formed their own communities. Again, as
with many groups of immigrants, many deaf people moved to Toronto to relieve their
social isolation and be a part of a larger group "Miss Nellie Cunningham has steady work
as dressmaking among the mute ladies of this city. Having a preference for deaf society,
she has quite given up her numerous customers in Oakville." 231 Also similar to
immigrant groups, they moved into the same area of Toronto "Mr and Mrs Harry Moore
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have moved to 22 Lakeview Avenue, near Parkdale. It appears as if the deaf-mutes were
forming a colony up that way."232 A visitor to the Toronto deaf community also
remarked on the number of deaf married couples in the city “I have never met so many
married deaf-mutes in a single city as here. There are fully fifteen married couples, many
of them having as fine children as can be seen anywhere, even among the hearing
people.”233 The Toronto deaf community was acutely aware of the situation of the deaf
in other parts of the province, and tried to create outreach projects that would benefit all
of the deaf of Ontario. The largest of these eventually became the Ontario Mission for
the Deaf.
Protestant religious services had been held in Toronto since sometime after Mr.
Frederick Brigden immigrated to Toronto in 1872. It is unclear where he held the first
meetings of the “Deaf-Mute Bible Class of Toronto,” but by 1877, space had been
negotiated at a Toronto YMCA for the new Toronto Deaf-Mute Association, and also
included the Deaf-Mute Bible Class. Brigden was a successful deaf businessman who
owned and operated a wood engraving business in Toronto. He was also a religious man,
and believed in forming a vibrant spiritual and cultural deaf community. As well as the
Bible class, Brigden also organized a debating club and a Literary society. 234 When
funds were drying up for the Association in 1878, and with it, the Bible class, Brigden
was introduced to Mr. John D. Nasmith, a hearing businessman who quickly became
deeply involved in the deaf community in Toronto.235 Among other activities, he
alternated preaching with Brigden at what had now become a regular Sunday afternoon
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Bible Study. The Toronto deaf community was acutely aware that similar bible classes
were not available to members of the Ontario deaf community who did not live in
Toronto, and so they formed the Toronto Mission to the Deaf in order to send
missionaries who could communicate with the deaf to areas outside of Toronto. Carbin
says, the “Toronto Mission to the Deaf was the first mission program in Canada
established, supported, and administered by deaf people.” 236 The idea was that a portion
of the moneys being sent to foreign missions would be better spent financing missions to
the deaf within Ontario. Although experimented with in 1889, the idea really caught on
after it was presented at the Third Biennial Ontario Deaf-Mute Association Convention in
June of 1890, and soon auxiliary branches of the mission began springing up across
Ontario.237 The popularity of the missions warranted the establishment of the Ontario
Mission of the Deaf, with the Toronto Mission continuing to be the largest mission in the
organization.238 It soon became obvious that each mission needed a full-time interpreter
and social worker to help the deaf in “such matters as obtaining employment for them,
explaining misunderstandings with their employers, help[ing] them in sickness of the soul
and body and in many other ways which would prove beneficial to so important a class of
people.”239 This idea was proposed at the 1894 ODMA convention, where Nasmith
indicated that a young woman had already been hired and started her training for the
Toronto mission, and asked the convention to pray “that the work would spread until
every deaf person was brought under its influence.”240
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Annie Fraser was the young woman chosen for this work in Toronto. In 1894,
she began her studies, paid for by Nasmith, first at the Moody Bible Institute in Chicago,
and then at the Toronto Bible College, finishing her studies in 1896. 241 Annie, even
though she was a hearing woman, was already active in the Toronto deaf community, and
fluent in sign language, because she had an older deaf brother. She was also married to a
deaf man, John Byrne, who was also a very active member of the Toronto deaf
community. 242 Annie was the official interpreter for the Toronto Mission, and “mother”
to the deaf community of Toronto for 60 years. 243 She also influenced the creation of a
women‟s auxiliary to the mission, which became known as the Dorcas Society. This
allowed deaf women to realize that they were not objects of charity, but that they could
also do work that would help others, just as hearing women did. They did work to help
the less fortunate in the deaf community, like ensuring destitute deaf children had enough
clothes before they left home for the Ontario Institution, and helping other deaf
women. 244 Dorcas Societies sprang up with most of the branches of the Ontario Mission
of the Deaf, which was opening new branches all the time. By 1898, there were missions
in 16 communities outside of Toronto, and by 1951, there were more than thirty. 245 The
hearing interpreters and Bible Study leaders of these missions became integral parts of
the deaf communities that they served, as can be seen by Miss Ethel Davis, the Bible
class teacher, attending the Gottlieb‟s oyster party in Berlin. 246
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Even though the missions were Protestant, they were non-denominational, and
quite often the only religious service available in sign language. Unfortunately, there is
not very much information about what Catholic services were available to the deaf in
Ontario, even though Catholics were overrepresented in the Canadian deaf population.
There were obviously some services available, as many deaf people joined Catholic
religious orders.247 Many people of different denominations and faiths attended the
Protestant Bible Studies provided by the missions as well as attending their own religious
service. This is what many Jewish members of the deaf community in Toronto did, and
likely in other parts of Ontario as well because of a lack of services for them in the
Jewish community. 248 By the mid-1920s the Evangelical Church of the Deaf, which had
grown out of Brigden‟s original Bible Class, had built themselves a church, and by the
mid-1930s had hired a minister.249 The Jewish members of the deaf community also
attended this church, and because there were no rabbis in the area who could sign, the
minister quite often also helped out at important events in the Jewish tradition, like bar
mitzvahs. 250 Lack of services to the deaf have always been a problem, but the Ontario
Mission to the Deaf was able to help out and try to form a bridge between the hearing and
the deaf communities, and help the deaf towards their goals of success.
It is unclear how many deaf children of different races and ethnicities were
educated at the Ontario Institution, or were members of the Ontario deaf community
because race and ethnicity were not recorded in the 1891 Census, and there are very few
references to race in The Canadian Mute. Carbin points out that there was at least one
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black student at the Ontario Institution, George Henry, who attended the school from
1889-1898.251 He seems to have done well at the school, as Carbin points out that
Superintendent Mathison “took a special interest” in him and that even though he had
relocated to Detroit, Michigan awhile after leaving the school, he still returned to class
reunions. 252 All of this indicates that he had good memories of his time at the school and
wanted to keep up his connections with his classmates. We can only hope that children
of other racial and ethnic minorities had such good experiences at the school as well, and
continued to have a place in the deaf community after graduation.
There were no social support services available to the deaf in the late nineteenth
century, so the deaf stepped in and created them for themselves. In so doing, they created
a stronger, more self-sufficient, but also insular, deaf community. They relied on hearing
interpreters, but these were people that they had hired, and so could fire if they became
displeased with this service. Annie Fraser taught the deaf that they were not objects of
charity, and had just as much right to provide charity for others as any hearing person.
This type of strong, insular community was exactly what society at this time was starting
to protest against. They wanted the deaf to integrate into society and not be a separate
community. This is the same perspective that eventually banned immigrant and First
Nations children from speaking their own language at school. Oralism had already been
introduced to the school in 1907, but obviously gained a big boost with the advent of the
Great War, when Canadians became suspicious of the loyalty of immigrants who had
come from enemy countries and had not even joined Canadian society by learning
English. Parents of deaf children were the ones who actually demanded that oralism
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They no longer wanted to send

their children off to school to learn a foreign language that they themselves could not
totally understand, and which took their children out of their world and into the deaf
community. They wanted their deaf children to be learn to speak and understand English,
so that they could be better integrated into society. They wanted mutism, and the deaf
community, to disappear. They took Dr. Bell‟s worries seriously. It might not have been
done genetically, but the deaf were definitely seen to be creating their own “race” by
having this insular community.

Despite the many obstacles the deaf faced, many members of the deaf community
in Ontario in the late nineteenth century did succeed. I would like to conclude this
Chapter with the story of a deaf couple who were able to achieve the goals of the deaf
community, attaining financial, personal, and social success in a hearing community.
Noah LaBelle and Flora McGregor attended the Ontario Institution together
from the mid 1880s to the mid 1890s, Noah from 1884-1893 and Flora from 18851895.254 Flora had become deaf at the age of two from spinal fever and had no known
deaf relatives.255 Noah was born deaf to hearing parents, but I have also found reference
to his having a younger brother, Maxime, who also attended the Institution, and that
Noah was a “good football player.” 256 When Noah left the Institution, he opened his own
shoe repair business in his hometown of St. Albert, Ontario, near Ottawa, but this did not
seem to have been as successful as desired, because he only ran it for two years and then
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went to work for a brush factory in Toronto, and then for Adam‟s Harness Shop also in
Toronto.257 In 1902 he went to look for work that offered better pay in the Eastern
United States. Not finding any, he returned to Toronto and “renewed his acquaintance
with Flora McGregor”.258 They were married in her parent‟s house on December 29,
1903.259 After their honeymoon, the couple moved to Winnipeg where Noah had found
work with the Great West Saddlery Company. In 1912 they moved to Fort Qu‟Appelle,
Saskatchewan, where they ran a very successful harness and shoe repair business until
1952.260 The couple were very popular and involved in the life of their community.
Flora passed away in 1963 at the age of 86, and Noah lived to just shy of his 100 th
birthday in 1976. 261

Perhaps the best evidence of how well the LaBelles integrated into

their community is seen in a poem written to commemorate them and their harness shop.
“The Harness Shop” focuses on the goods available at the shop and the variety of items
LaBelle would repair. It only vaguely mentions his deafness in passing when the author
refers to all the things LaBelle‟s “clever hands” could do, among all the sewing and
repair work, they could also “convey his thoughts to you”. 262 In a small town, if the least
interesting thing about you is the fact that you are deaf, you have undoubtedly become an
integral part of that community.
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Conclusion
Many of the gaps in the historiography of Disability History as referenced in
Chapter One are addressed through the findings of this thesis. It describes the lived
experience of a group of disabled individuals and examines the lives of the deaf in
Ontario, an under studied population in Canadian history. It uses quantitative historical
sources, an underused source in disability history, and the Census, which has not been
used to any great extent to study the disabled. It is an introduction to a small group of
Canadians who contributed to Canadian society despite their disability. Through their
perseverance and determination to be productive members of Canadian society rather
than simply recipients of assistance, they promoted traditional middle class values of hard
work, self reliance and social responsibility.
The information for this study comes in large part from a dataset of the deaf
compiled from the 1891 Canadian Census. We have analysed the data on the deaf in
Ontario from this compilation and compared specific statistics to the hearing population.
The statistics clearly show the differences between the deaf and the hearing populations
in Ontario. There were spikes in the deaf population of 1891 that corresponded to the
occurrence of epidemics in nineteenth century Ontario. In 1891 Ontario, the deaf held
occupations that focussed more on physical labour, such as farming and manufacturing,
than those that demanded more social interaction, such as trade and white-collar jobs.
Deaf adults were also less likely to get married and so were more dependent on family
than the non-deaf. Those who did marry did so later in life than the hearing population.
Even those who remained at home, or out of the formal workplace, were able to
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contribute to the running of their household and the family business. The majority of the
differences in the aspects of the lives of the deaf were due to the communication
difficulties inherent in the disability.
Chapter Three shows how a formal education helped to minimize the effects of
these statistical differences, and created a socially active population, determined to be
successful by the standards held by the hearing population. A better education led to
more variety in the types of work available to the deaf, as well as better paying jobs.
Young deaf men were thus able to move into jobs that required more social interaction.
The education the deaf received led to the emergence of a vibrant social community
which developed after graduation, as a continuation of the relationships and ideals
formed while at school. Organizations such as the Ontario Deaf-Mute Association and
the Ontario Mission for the Deaf, were formal manifestations of this strong community
spirit.
This introductory study has revealed many opportunities for further research. A
significant area for further study would be in the form of a longitudinal study using data
from subsequent Canadian censuses to examine, among others, the effects that an oralist
education had on the deaf of Ontario. By examining the changes in employment, types of
employment, and marital status of the deaf over time, we could determine the success or
failure of the oralist teaching methods. Another area that I was not able to examine in
this study would be to research deafness in minority groups, such as First Nations,
African North-Americans, and other races and ethnicities. There was only one reference
to a black child attending the Ontario Institution for the Deaf and Dumb in the late
nineteenth century in Clifton Carbin‟s book, George Henry from Chatham, Ontario

started at the school in 1889.
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He seems to have done well at the Institution as returned

to the school for class reunions over the years. Did children from other minorities do as
well as him? There is also a need to perform research similar to this study to examine the
lives of the deaf in other parts of Canada, and to also examine the lives of those with
other disabilities, such as blindness. The similarities of the deaf and new immigrant
groups in their development of a sub-culture after their integration into the larger
Canadian society may also provide some insight for additional studies.
The deaf offer us a unique opportunity to examine Canadian society. Their story
in the late nineteenth century and early twentieth century demonstrates the effect of
paternalist government practices on the education of a minority. This paternalism forced
a new education method on a group of people who avidly opposed it, especially when the
old education method was obviously successful. It also illustrates a very interesting
problem for late nineteenth century Canada, and for today, that of immigrant populations
assimilation into Canadian society. The adult deaf community act very much like an
immigrant community, maintaining their own language and creating their own social
clubs and organizations. In contrast to true immigrant communities they are born and
bred Canadians, and staunchly uphold Canadian societal values. This raises the question,
“What does it mean to be a member of Canadian society?” How have we tried to
integrate diverse groups of people into our society in the past, and are we any more
successful today? What stops this integration from taking place? Is it the group that
wants to remain separate, or is it Canadian society that forces it to remain so? Examining
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how we have addressed these questions in the past will help us to develop new strategies
for the future.
The oralist/manualist debate still rages today. Today‟s “oralists” are the
advocates of the cochlear implant. As with the oralists of over a century ago, the
implant‟s promoters are mainly hearing parents of deaf children who want their children
to be able to make their way as easily as possible in a hearing and speaking society.
Those against the implants are the deaf community, who are afraid for the loss of their
language and culture. The questions still remains, how do we include the deaf in our
society in a way that does not deny their right to be deaf? Some answers can be found in
the success of the deaf community discussed in this thesis. They were succeeding in the
late nineteenth century because they took it upon themselves to create their own
community on their own terms, and were allowed the space, and support from people like
Nasmith and Fraser, to do so. They could then use this community base for movement
into the wider society. They were given the skills and the confidence at the school to be
able to go out and show the hearing population that they deserved an equal place in
Canadian society.
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Appendix A
Indexing of the “Deaf and Dumb” in the 1891 Canadian Census
Background
This project is an attempt to identify the information contained on the last microfilm reel
for the 1891 Canadian Census. The information on this reel, reel T-6427, does not
correspond to any of the data presented on the other reels, although it does use the same
census schedule pages as the rest of the manuscript census. The Catalogue of Census
Returns on Microfilm, 1666-1891, published by the Public Archives of Canada in 1987,
contains a note for each District that the “Institutions” for that District could be found on
reel T-6427.264 The information on this reel, at first glance, appears to be an index of
each of the county homes located in each district. We know that there were inventories
made of the names of all of the people living in Asylums for the Insane in Ontario and
Quebec, so that there would be no duplication of people being enumerated both at home
and at an asylum. 265 There is no evidence that this was carried out for every infirmity or
for every institution, only for the Asylums for the Insane.
For the purposes of the 1891 Census Project at the University of Guelph, the
contents of reel T-6427 were transcribed into a spreadsheet format. This information had
to be entered in Excel because, even though the information was written on Schedule 1
pages of the census, many of the columns had been re-labeled and different information
assigned to them and so would no longer fit into the Access format. While completing
the data entry for this reel (a 100% sample of the “Institutions” pages was entered). I
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became intrigued as to the makeup of these so called “Institutions” because they included
people of every age, sex, occupation, mental and sensory capacity, presumably all living
together in one institution. Children and wives in this index were identified by the
occupation of their father or husband, e.g. “Farmer‟s D”, “Carpenter‟s Wife” etc.
Another interesting feature was that a few people in each district were marked as “D.D.
&Blind” or “D.D. & Insane”, but there were never any entries of simply “Deaf and
Dumb” or “Blind” or “Insane”. Also, lines where “Deaf only” had been entered in this
field had been crossed out. These features made me think that the people on the index had
been incorrectly identified as living in “Institutions” when in fact the index may actually
have simply been a listing of all of the people who had been identified in the census by a
mark made by the enumerator in the “Deaf and Dumb” column. The index also seemed
to be a compilation from the manuscript census because all of the information for the
various districts was entered in the same handwriting. Often, if the information for one
district did not fill a page, the information for the next district was entered on the rest of
the page still in the same handwriting. Data for various individuals was also squeezed in
between lines and at the beginning and ending of a page in a different handwriting,
perhaps indicating that someone had corrected the first compiler‟s work. This section is
an attempt to prove the hypothesis that this index is simply a compiled list of all the
people marked as “Deaf and Dumb” on the census schedule. This paper does not
speculate on the purpose for creating such a list.
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Method
The basic method that I used to try and determine the type of people the index was
composed of was to attempt to identify and link those people on the list with their full
entry in Schedule 1 of the 1891 Census. Once the data entry for reel 427 had been
completed, I selected a number of districts to use as a sample to examine my hypothesis.
These districts were selected mainly because the index for those districts contained less
than 20 names, and wherever possible, the district had less than 10 sub-districts. This
was done in order to make it a more manageable task to identify and link those on the list
to the full 1891 census. One district was chosen from each of 5 provinces: District 3
Vancouver in British Columbia; D10 Winnipeg City in Manitoba; D19 Restigouche in
New Brunswick; D26 Annapolis in Nova Scotia; and D185 St. Jean in Quebec. Five
districts were chosen from Ontario, D48 North Brant, D54 Cardwell, D64 Frontenac, D92
Middlesex, and D106 Peel, with certain observations made in D127 Wellington South
and D130 York East during data entry for those districts. Consistent conclusions were
drawn from the findings of each of the districts, so I did not feel that it was necessary to
choose a larger sample.
I took the transcribed files for each of the districts and linked the names in those
lists to the people in the census manuscript. To do this, I scrolled through the district on
the microfilm reel of the Schedule 1 manuscript, paying close attention to the “Deaf and
Dumb” column on the census schedule. Each time I saw a mark in that column I looked
at the name of the person and the other identifying information and either checked off the
name on the transcribed list of people or wrote down the person‟s information if they
were not on the list. Due to difficulties in reading reel T-6427 I was not looking for an
exact match in spelling, but compared all of the other identifying characteristics of the
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individual such as age, marital status, number of children and occupation. I then printed
that page, saving it for further investigation. I scrolled to the end of each district, even if I
had found all of the names on the list, just to make sure that I had not missed any people
who had been marked as “Deaf and Dumb” on the census, who may not have shown up
on the index.
Results
The results of this linking process were quite good. Of the 179 names on the
transcribed lists for the selected districts, there was only one name I was unable to locate.
All of the names on the list corresponded to a person who had been marked as “Deaf and
Dumb” on the census schedule. There were a number of additional potential entries, but
these generally had a mark in the “Deaf and Dumb” column that could have been
interpreted as being crossed out. Only one person was found with a definite mark in the
“Deaf and Dumb” field who was not included on the transcribed list for that district, but
this can be interpreted as a simple oversight on the part of the compiler of the original
list. Most of the people that were linked from the index on reel T-6427 to the census
were enumerated along with their families, but a few special cases exist and will be
discussed in the “Interpretation” below.

Interpretation
The results of the linkage between the index and the manuscript census suggests
that the index on reel T-6427 is a list of all of the enumerated people who were marked as
“Deaf and Dumb”, and that it is not a registry of those living in county institutions. A
problem of interpretation of the linked data arises due to the way the 1891 census was
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enumerated. People were to be enumerated at their permanent address. Therefore, the
only way that a person could be enumerated at an institution would be if they had no
other permanent address in Canada. The enumerators‟ manual states, “…the names of
seamen at sea, college students and school children, of the sick in hospitals, of inmates
temporarily present in educational, charitable or penal institutions, are to be taken down
in their own provinces, at their own domiciles or homes, and not at temporary abiding
places, or institutions.” 266 This rule makes it difficult to determine whether or not a
person was actually living at home or if they were living in an institution. For example, a
child who lived ten months of the year at a School for the Deaf would still be enumerated
at their parent‟s home, giving the casual reader of the census the impression that the child
simply lived at home full time. It was therefore very difficult to determine which
individuals were actually living at home on a full time basis, and who were spending the
majority of their time in an institution. There were a few cases that will demonstrate that
some of the people on the list were definitely not living in institutions, or at least not all
in the same institution:
1. The Wesply family in District 48, North Brant, B4, page 50 is an example where
we can tell that some of the people on the index were not living in an institution.
When I located the members of the family who had been listed on the index, I
discovered that the entire family, both parents and all of the children, had been
listed. Every member of the family was marked as “Deaf and Dumb” and “Blind”
and three of the children were also “Unsound of Mind” on both the index and the
manuscript census. Since this family had their own housing information it is
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unlikely that the entire family was also living in an institution somewhere else.
We can therefore surmise that some members of the family, at least, were living
in the house they were enumerated in, even if other family members might have
been living in an institution.
2. 26 Annapolis C p24, 64 Frontenac C1 p21, and 185 St. Jean E p56 are individuals
who were identified as “Deaf and Dumb” on the census and enumerated in
households where they were employed as domestic servants. A domestic servant
would only have been enumerated in their employer‟s household if they were
being employed in that household full time. The enumerators‟ manual is very
clear to indicate that domestic servants who had a home within Canada and were
only working temporarily, were to be enumerated at that home, but if they had no
other home in Canada, or were in permanent employment, they were to be
enumerated with their employer‟s household. 267 So, if an individual who had
been a domestic servant had been living in an institution, he or she would have
been enumerated in that institution or with his or her family, rather than in the
household where he or she had been employed. Therefore, these individuals were
most likely living in the households where they were enumerated and not in an
institution.
3. 127 Wellington South D1 p35, Mary Burk was identified as living in an
institution run by Roman Catholic Nuns. It is unlikely that she would have been
enumerated at one institution if she was living in another. Of the 62 people living
in the institution (none of the rest of whom are on the T-6427 list), she is the only
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one that was “Deaf and Dumb”. There were two who were “Blind” and two who
were “Unsound of Mind”, but these were not included in the index. She was the
only person in that institution whose name appeared on the index. If the index
was actually of county institutions, all of the other individuals listed on the index
for her district would have been living in the same institution as she was; since
they were not, the index must be demonstrating something else. This would
indicate that the index was listing only individuals who were “Deaf and Dumb”,
and not those who had other infirmities or no infirmities at all.

There are also some examples that show that the index was compiled from the census
manuscripts and not from an institutional registry. Registries from the Asylums for the
Insane were sent to the census commissioner so that the names could be compared to the
enumerators‟ work and individuals would not be enumerated twice. 268 These registries
are the other likely candidate for the source of the data on the index, but we have already
demonstrated that the index was of the “Deaf and Dumb” and not the “Unsound of
Mind”, and there is no evidence that a similar registry was made of institutions for the
“Deaf and Dumb”. I have already indicated that most of these people were enumerated at
home, but that they could have been living in an institution, due to the method of
enumeration. The only way the compiler could know that all of the individuals on the
index were living in an institution together would be if the compiler had access to one of
these institution registries. Since it appears that the compiler made his list from the
manuscript census rather than from one of these registries, I will show that it was unlikely
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the compiler had any way of knowing that the people listed all lived in the same
institution and probably this was not his intent. These examples demonstrate that the
index was created directly from the census manuscript:
4. In the index on reel T-6427 for District 54 Cardwell, there was an instance where
the compiler of the list obviously could not read the surname of an individual and
so wrote the page information for the census schedule beside his name. The note
beside the individual‟s first name reads, “54/B4 p20 line 1.” This was where I
was able to locate the individual when I linked him to the census schedule. This
would demonstrate that the compiler was getting his information directly from the
census schedule. If he was getting it from another source, the page reference
would not have corresponded. If he was working from both a registry and the
census, one of the sources would have had the correct spelling for the individual‟s
last name.
5. Three people on 10 Winnipeg City B2 p14, were included in the compiled index,
but should not have been. The enumerator had made a mistake when enumerating
and had shifted his marks for literacy over one column thereby marking three
people as deaf with the ability to write but not read. The enumerator had tried to
correct his mistake by drawing in an arrow indicating that the marks should be
shifted, but the compiler of the list must have missed this mark. These three
people were not deaf and dumb, so should not have been included in the index.
Also, they were the lodgers and domestic servant of the household and would not
have been enumerated in that household unless they were actually living there
(See 2. above), so they were definitely not living in an institution either.
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6. In the compiled list, any entries where the individual was identified as being “deaf
only” or “dumb only” were crossed out. If this had been based on a true registry
of people living in an institution, an individual living in that institution would not
have been eliminated from the census enumeration of that institution simply
because they were only deaf and not „dumb‟. This indicates that the list was to be
only of those people who were “Deaf and Dumb”.

Conclusion
It is very likely that some of the people listed in this index were living in an
institution of some kind, the most common likely being children attending a school for
the deaf. The above examples, though, illustrate that many people on the list were not
living in institutions, or in any case not living in one big institution with the others listed
for their district. The conclusion that can be drawn from this, and especially example 2,
is that the information recorded on reel T-6427 is simply a list compiled from the census
manuscripts. Having linked the people on the list to the manuscript census, we can say
that the index is of every person who was enumerated as “Deaf and Dumb” on the
census. The reason behind the creation of such a list is still a mystery, but because the
compiler did not include possibly crossed out entries in his list, this indicates that the list
was made after all of the corrections had been made to the census manuscripts, probably
at the same time as the rest of the census data was being compiled. Perhaps this type of
index was made for each type of “Infirmity” for compilation purposes when the
information was manipulated for publishing, and that this is the only such index that
survived to the microfilming stage.
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Appendix B Deaf Population of Ontario by Census District

Essex
Lambton
Middlesex
Bothwell
Kent
London City
Oxford
Elgin

102
64
90
25
29
19
43
42
414

4.43
2.78
3.91
1.09
1.26
0.83
1.87
1.82
17.98

55,545
47,715
80,753
25,593
31,434
22,281
48,552
50,649
362,522

3.60
2.69
4.33
0.98
0.92
0.85
1.78
1.66
1.14

67,68,69
107,108
76,77,78
125,126,127
51,52,53
122,123
Central West Total

Grey
Perth
Huron
Wellington
Bruce
Waterloo

103
49
60
75
63
42
392

4.47
2.13
2.61
3.26
2.74
1.82
17.02

76,238
46,307
58,173
72,716
64,603
50,464
368,501

4.12
2.22
3.10
3.10
2.91
1.66
1.06

48,49
128,129
96,97
124
88
94
72
70
Niagara Total

Brant
Wentworth
Norfolk
Welland
Lincoln and Niagara
Monck
Hamilton City
Haldimand

69
42
48
27
21
12
39
4
262

3.00
1.82
2.08
1.17
0.91
0.52
1.69
0.17
11.38

40,352
31,361
37,180
25,132
21,806
15,315
47,245
16,307
234,698

3.42
2.69
2.62
1.07
0.96
0.78
0.83
0.25
1.12

71
100,101,102
54
106
130,131,132
116,117,118
119
South Central Total

Halton
Ontario
Cardwell
Peel
York
Simcoe
Toronto City

31
64
16
14
87
69
100
381

1.35
2.78
0.69
0.61
3.78
3.00
4.34
16.54

21,982
58,548
15,382
15,466
97,289
84,828
144,023
437,518

1.41
3.30
1.04
0.91
2.88
2.49
0.69
0.87

Deaf Per Thousand of
Total Population

62,63
81,82
90,91,92,93
47
79
89
104,105
60,61
Southwest Total

Total Population

Census District Name

% of Total Deaf Population

Census District
Number

Deaf Population

Figure 3 Map
Number and
Region of
Ontario

Southwest
1
4
5
3
2
55
8
6

Central West
12
9
10
13
11
14

Niagara
15
20
7
18
19
17
54
16

South Central
21
30
23
22
29
24
53

117

73,74,75
45
87
120,121
109,110
98,99
64
58,59
80
112
South East Total

Hastings
Addington
Lennox
Victoria
Peterborough
Northumberland
Frontenac
Durham
Kingston City
Prince Edward

83
23
30
45
43
40
9
28
10
9
320

3.60
1.00
1.30
1.95
1.87
1.74
0.39
1.22
0.43
0.39
13.89

59,227
24,151
14,900
37,304
37,727
36,942
13,445
32,427
19,263
18,889
294,275

4.17
0.95
2.01
2.46
2.24
2.25
0.67
1.74
0.52
0.48
1.09

47
48
41
50
42
49
51
43
45
44
40
46

115
56
83,84
65
55
111
103
50
66
85
86
57
East Total

Russell
Cornwall and Stormont
Lanark
Glengarry
Carleton
Prescott
Ottawa City
Brockville
Grenville S
Leeds and Grenville N
Leeds S
Dundas

60
52
61
30
25
27
41
17
14
19
19
19
384

2.61
2.26
2.65
1.30
1.09
1.17
1.78
0.74
0.61
0.83
0.83
0.83
16.67

31,643
27,156
39,122
22,447
21,746
24,173
37,269
15,853
12,929
13,521
22,449
20,132
288,440

1.90
1.91
3.14
1.34
1.15
1.12
1.10
1.07
1.08
1.41
0.85
0.94
1.33

28
25
27
26

113,114
95
95.5
46
North Total

Renfrew
Muskoka and Parry Sound
Nipissing
Algoma

60
36
19
35
150

2.61
1.56
0.83
1.52
6.51

46,976
26,515
13,020
41,856
128,367

2.55
1.36
1.46
0.84
1.17

2,303

100.00

2,114,321
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